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SUMMARY 

Up to a decade ago fixed offshore platforms in the Gulf of 

Mexico were inspected below the water line only after extreme 

loading from hurricanes or ship collisions. However. increased 

investment in new platforms has led to oil companies introducing 

regular inspection routines. and some countries have laid down 

regulations for instrumentation and inspection of offshore install

~tions. to ensure safe operation and a feedback of data to 

designers. 

The conventional techniques used for inspection of offshore 

structures include: 

(a) visual inspection by divers and use of underwater 

television with video and sound recording; 

(b) magnetic particle and ultrasonic crack detection. 

methods. 

These all require diver access. and are feasible in moderate 

water depths and in areas with long and predictable periods of 

calm weather. Neither of these conditions is met in the northern 

North Sea. 

There is a demand for inspection methods which will monitor 

the performance of platforms under any weather conditions. and. in 

particular under storm conditions. The methods must give 

unambiguous warning about failures which could endanger the 

installations. Furthermore. they should depend on only a small 

number of transducers all positioned above the waterline for easy 

access and maintenance. 
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The purpose of this work was to investigate a method of 

detecting damage from changes in the natural frequencies of a 

structure. The main objective was to investigate what changes 

in natural frequencies would occur when a primary load-carrying 

memner became detached from a typical fixed offshore platform. 

The platform design was a four-leg. K-braced platform for which 

approximate dimensions were available. and which operated in 70 

metres of water. A 1/20th scale model was also designed and the 

structural analysis programme ICES STRUDL II used to compute the 

natural frequencies and mode shapes of both the full scale and 

model platforms. 

Before STRUDL II was applied to the quite complex offshore 

platform. analyses were carried out on two simple structures to 

gain expe:ience in using the programme. Natural frequencies and 

mode shapes were computed and compared with measured values and 

with analytical solutions where applicable. This preliminary 

work also gave experience in dynamic response testing. 

The sensitivity of the natural frequencies of the platform 

was investigated by removing a single diagonal in one K-panel. 

and again computing the natural frequencies of the structure. The 

brace was then replaced and the computations were repeated with 

other single braces removed in turn. The reductions in the 

frequencies with each member removed could then be calculated. 

There were large changes in some of the modes and the pattern of 

the frequency reductions gave an indication of the location of 

the f~ilure. 
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The computational study was repeated for the model platform 

and frequency reductions similar to those for the full scale plat

form were found. The model platform was built and sinusoidal 

force excitation was applied to determine its natural frequencies 

andlmode shapes. Comparison of computed and measured frequencies 

was generally good. Two K-braces in different planes and at 

different elevations were severed and repaired in turn; the 

changes in natural frequencies compared well with the computed 

predictions. 

In the third stages of the project a dedicated Time Series 

Analyser became available and a number of tests were carried out 

with random excitation. The results for frequencies and mode 

shapes were in good agreement with those obtained with sinusoidal 

excitation. This demonstrated the feasibility of obtaining 

natural frequencies and mode shapes from response to ~andoM 

excitation. 

It was concluded for the project that changes in natural 

frequencies could provide a viable method of detecting gross 

damage in offshore structures. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Offshore oil exploration and production have developed over 

three decades, from platforms in 6 metres of water to the recently 

launched Forties field platforms in 120 metre \'Jater depths [1,2,3). 

Experience and technology are being extrapolated to develop 

a new 'generation of deep water platforms and designs for fixed 

drilling and production platforms for 400 metres of water are on the 

drawing-board (4). 

The North Sea is a hostile environment where structures 

suffer high corrosion rates and where there are frequent storms with 

waves up to 20 metres and hundred year waves of 24 metres to 30 

metres. 

The danger of structures suffering fatique damage below the 

water line from the repeated loading is much greater than in other 

offshore areas such as the Gulf of Mexico and the Persian Gulf. 

Failures which have occurred on structures in the North Sea (5) 

have highlighted the need for regular checks on structural integrity. 

Mobile exploration units such as drillships, jack-ups and 

submersibles can normally be drydocked and inspected by 

conventional means. However, fixed deep water platforms require a 

different approach. 

Up to a decade ago fixed offshore platforms in the Gulf of 

MeXico were only inspected below the water line after extreme 

loading conditions produced. for example. by hurricanes or ship 

collisions. However, increased investment in new platforms has led 

oil companies to introduce regular inspection routines and some 
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countries have laid down regulations for instrumentation of 

offshore installations to ensure safe operation and a feedback of 

data to designers (6). 

The conventional techniques used for inspection of offshore 

structures include: 

(a) visual inspection by divers and use of underwater 

television with video and sound recording; 

(b) magnetic particle and ultrasonic crack detection methods. 

These all require diver access, and are thus most feasible in 

moderate water depths and in areas where weather conditions are 

calm for long and predictable periods. Neither of these conditions 

is met in the northern North Sea'. 

There is a demand for inspection methods which will monitor 

the performance of platforms under any weather conditions, and, in 

particular,under storm conditions. The methods must give 

unambiguous warning about failures which could endanger the 

installations. Furthermore, they should depend on only a small number 

of transducers all positioned above the waterline for easy access 

and maintenance. 

An ultrasonic pulse-echo system has been designed and tested 

in the laboratory for continuously monitoring structural welds on 

an offshore platform in Cook Inlet, Alaska (7). The system was 

deSigned for a five year life and 144 transducers were installed at 

the construction site. They monitored 80 areas above and below 

water level and inclUded interior and exterior surfaces. The 

in-service performance has not yet been published. 
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Other techniques which. it has been suggested,might be 

developed into useful monitoring systems include; 

(a) measurements of attitude and position of the platform; 

(b) witness systems such as conducting wires or small low 

pressurised tubes which will sever when a member breaks; 

(c) strain gauges in areas of anticipated weakness; 

, (d) automatic television monitoring; 

(e) acoustic emission; 

(f) dynamic response monitoring. 

Of these the dynamic response method is probably the most 

promising technique for total monitoring of the general integrity of 

the structure. 

Measurements of vibratory responses have been employed for 

some time in the field of machinery testing and maintenance (8). 

One of the earliest references to the possible use of dynamic 

response meesurements for monitoring the integrity of offshore 

-structures was made by Blumberg (~. He suggested that changes in 

natural frequencies might be a good indicator of the integrity of 

offshore structures and conducted a series of measurements on three 

bottom supported structures. with the purpose of checking 

theoretically calculated natural frequencies. Natural and 

artifical methods of excitation were employed to excite fundamental 

Sway .and torsion modes. The results were found to agree well 

with the theoretical frequencies. 

More recently Tiedemann (10) has examined the whole problem 

of offshore surveying and inspection and concludes that the cost of 
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doing meaningful surveys with present day techniques has become 

too high. He calls for practical and reliable low cost techniques 

which will enable an operator to indulge in realistic surveying 

schedules and suggests the monitoring of natural frequ.ency changes 

as a possible new surveying technique for offshore structures. 

Hudson ~U has done extensive measurements on tall buildings 

- ~~fore and after they were subjected to earthquake tremors. He 

reports in many cases significant changes in their natural period of 

vibrations; in one particular case. Los Angeles buildings were 

found to have period changes of as much as 35% after an earthquake 

tremor. 

The first objective of the present work was to investigate 

what changes in natural frequencies might occur when a primary 

load-carrying member became detached from a typical fixed offshore 

platform. The platform design was a four-leg. K-braced platform for 

which appro.ximate dimensions were made available. and which operated 

in 70 metres of water. Large changes in natural frequency were 

found. particularly in the higher modes ('12. 13) • and the concept 

of frequency monitoring was explored further, including the 

possibility that the position of a failure might be determined 

from the changes in frequency response. This involved a thorough 

study of the modes of vibrations of the platform (14) . 

Advantages and disadvantages of the method,including 

operational problems are discussed in the papers included in the 

appendix. 



In 1972/73 when the work was started there was,to the best 

of the author's knowledge. no published paper which specifically 

dealt with the applications to offshore structures of the 

frequency response method of monitoring. When the project was at an 

advanced stage the author became aware of a similar. parallel study 

by Vandiver ~5). This study concentrated on changes in the 

fU~damental frequencies only; the present study includes changes in 

the higher frequencies. 

To investigate the sensitivity of natural frequencies to 

structural failures in the chosen platform both a full scale 

computational model and a 1/20th scale model Were. used. For the 

computations the structural analyses programme ICES STRUDL II [16). 

available to University of Glasgow users at·the Edinburgh Regional Comp

uting Centre, was used. It is well suited for._dynamic eigenvalue analysis. 

having facilities such as static condensation of degrees of freedom which 

can be considered redundant in a dynamic analysis. and two methods:

"Iteration" (17) or "Tridiagonalisation" [18) - for computing 

natural frequencies (eigenvalues) and mode shapes (eigenvectors). 

The heart of the computational study was the sensitivity of 

the natural frequencies in particular. and the mode shapes. to 

changes of the elements in the matrices describing the inertia and 

stiffness properties of the structure. These matrices are readily 

available from the STRUDL pre-processor. and normally these 

matrices are processed by chosen eigenvalue algorithm to yield a 

predetermined number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The 

sensitivity of computed natural frequencies and mode shapes to 
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changes in inertia and/or stiffness matrices can then be computed 

in two ways, eit~er by performing another eigenvalue computation 

based on modified matrices. or,if the changes are sufficiently 

small. by a perturbation analysis (19. 20). 

In view of the possibility that there might be large changes in 

natural frequencies. it was decided in the first instance to 

recompute natural frequencies after each structural change. 

Before an attempt was mads to apply STRUDL II to the quite 

complex offshore platform. it was thought prudent to gain 

experience in its use on two simple structures including a simple 

cantilever. Natural frequencies and mode shapes were computed and 

compared with analytical solutions where applicable. and with 

measured values. This preliminary work gave confidence in the use 

of STRUDL II and experience in dynamic response testing. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PRELIMINARY COMPUTATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS 

ON SIMPLE STRUCTURES 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The simple structures investigated were: 

(a) A uniform cantilever beam with and without tip mass; 

(b) A six member plane frame. 

The cantilever beam was chosen because it is a simple model of 

offshore oil platforms and is often used by designers and research

workers to estimate the fundamental sway and torsion frequencies of 

such structures (9). The plane frame was modelled as a simple panel 

of a typical jacket structure. 

The dynamic analysis of the cantilever structure contains many 

of the features of the analysis of more complex structures. Hence 

the opportunity is taken in this chapter to describe the essential 

steps of the method of analysis and to define many of the terms that 

are used throughout the thesis. 

2.2. CANTILEVER BEAM STRUCTURE 

2.2.1 Description of Structure 

The choice of physical dimensions of the cantilever beam was in 

no way related to the dimensions of an offshore platform. but the 

beam was made to a convenient size from rolled hollow steel section 

available from'stock. ~igure 2.1. It was 1.5 m long with a square 

cross-section 63.5 x 63.5 x 3.2 mm. and the total uniformly distributed 

mass was B.B kg. 
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The beam was inserted into a machined base plate 390 x 450 x 51mm 

and welded to both sides of the plate. Four 25.4 mm diameter bolts 

were used to fix the base plate to a pad in a reinforced concrete 

strengthened floor to give an approximately encastre end condition. 

A smaller plate 235 x 235 x 24 mm was welded in the same way to the 

other end of the beam to accept a shaker assembly. A Ling Dynamic 

System electromagnetic shaker was used and is shown with its mount

ing fixture in Figure 2.2. The assembly mass was 23.6kg. 

To prevent unwanted out-of-plane vibration the beam was support

ed by a tensioned wire in a plane perpendicular to the required plane 

of vibration. The wire was attached to the shaker support 

plate and was long enough, about 1 m on each side of the cantilever 

beam, not to interfere with the in-plane vibration. 

2.2.2 Method of computing dynamic response 

The steps in the matrix structural analysis and the implement

ation on STRUDL II are conveniently studied with the cantilever b~am 

as an example (Figure 2.1 and 2.3). 

The analysis technique can be roughly divided into the following: 

(a) structural idealisation; 

(b) computation of beam element matrices; 

(c) assembly of global matrices; 

(d) condensation of global stiffness matrix; 

(e) computation of natural frequencies and mode-shapes; 

(f) computation of frequency response function. 

(a) Structural idealisation 

This was accomplished by reducing the cantilever beam to an 
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assembly of discrete structural elements of equal length. The uniform 

cantilever beam is in itself a discrete structural element and no sub-

division is necessary for a static analysis. However. as the main 

object of the analysis was to compute the first three sway modes of 

vibration a sub-division was required • 

.. ~ The least number of lateral dynamic degrees of freedom necessary 

to compute these modes for example is three. For the cantilever beam 

this gives a three beam element assembly. It has been observed by 

Archer [21) that if only lateral dynamic degrees of freedom are used. 

then the number of beam elements should exceed the number of natural 

frequencies computed by one to obtain an accuracy satisfactory for 

most engineering purposes. i.e. about ± 10%. 

Considerable improvement in accuracy of the computed modes can 

be expected if rotational dynamic degrees of freedom are included. 

Archer [21) • However. the problem size in terms of matrix elements 

is proportional to the square of the degrees of freedom used in th~ 

analysis. This often leads to omission of the rotational dynamic 

degrees of freedom. 

(b) Computation of beam element matrices 
., 

In matrix form the differential equations for the dynamic re-

sponse of an undamped. constrained linear elastic structure subjected 

to time varying forces pet) is 

pet) ............... (2.1) 

12 
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where U are the chosen dynamic degrees of freedom and KR and Mare 

the appropriate stiffness and mass matrices respectively. These 

global matrices are assembled from the matrices of the individual 

members. 

Stiffness Matrix 

The stiffness matrix of the beam element relates end force and 

moment vector S to the corresponding displacement vector U (Figure 

2.3) i.e. 

S = k U . .•................. (2.2) 

For in-plane deformation of a beam element of uniform cross-

section and linear elastic material, the terms in the symmetric 

matrix k are as follows. 

k = EA 
T 

0 

0 

-EA 
r 

0 

0 

12EI 
£.3 

BEI 

T2 
o 

-12EI 
£3 

BEI 

12 

Symmetric 

4EI 
""l2 
o EA 

T 

-BEI 0 12EI 
-V l:3 
2EI 0 -BEI 4EI 
T ,12 T 

•••• (2.3) 

The elements in column one are derived by obtaining the forces 

~ to produce displacement ui with all other displacements zero. 

Similarly for the other columns. These forces can be determined 

through the equations of virtual work. 



£ S ~ dx + F e = 0 ........ (2.4) 

o 

where the bending moment M. axial force F and end force vectors si 

are the equilibrium set. and curvature R- 1• axial deformation e and 

end displacement vectors ui are an appropriate compatible deformat-

ion set. 

M and F may be expressed in terms of the end displacements as 

follows. 

For a uniform beam subject to end forces and moments only the 

lateral displacements v is cubic in x and easily expressed in terms 

of the associated end displacements by 

v =[~3 (u2 - uS) 

+[;2 
(uS - u2) 

+ 

with assoc~ated curvature 

Thus: 

M = EI 
R 

= 

= 

The axial force F is 

1 
R 

+ 1 (u3 + Us)] x3 

,f2 

1 ( 2u3 + Us)] 2 x 
l 

.........•..•......•...... (2.5) 

........................... (2.6) 

+ 1 
£2 

1 (2u3 + Us)]) ....... (2.7) 
:e 

F = EA (u4 - u1) ..•••••••••••••••.•••.•••• (2.8) 

T 
y.v 

-x 
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For the elements in the second row of the matrix (2.3)/for 

example, the relevant values of M and F are those with 

= = = = o ; I, 0, i.e. 

M = EI[ J2 x - l~ ] u2 ] ••••••••••••••••••• (2.9J 

t 3 

F = 0 

To evaluate element k23 = k32' 

operate on these values of M and F with a deformation set u1 = 

u2 = u4 = u5 = u6 = 0 u3 1 o and 

1 = [ ~~ - 4 ] u3 ....•.....••.... (2.10) 
R x 

R 

The equation of virtual work Equation 2.4 then gives with 

Equations 2.9 and 2.10 

-12) u2 (12 x dx = o ..•. (2.11) 

R 

SEI.( J2 £3 x 
o 

.........•........... (2.12) 

and 

= 
.................. (2.13) 

Similarly for the other stiffness coefficients. 

These stiffness coefficients were derived with no regard to 

shear deformation; based on the assumption that the ratio of radius 

or gyration of cross-section to element length is small compared to 

unity. The specific figure for the cantilever beam elements used 

here was 0.065. STRUDL II will include shear-deformation if the 

effective cross-sectional shear area is specified. 
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The derivation of the stiffness matrix for a three dimensional 

beam element follows from the previous results and is extensively 

treated by Przemieniecki (2~. 

Mass Matrix 

The elastic property of the beam element is expressed exactly 

wi tbin the framework of Engineers I theory of bending by the sti ff-

ness matrix. The inertia property however. as described by the mass 

matrix. will only be an approximation which generally is adequate 

for engineering purposes. STRUDL II offers two techniques for 

representing the inertia property: 

(a) lumped mass; 

(b) consistent mass. 

The lumped mass condensation is the simplest way to include 

the inertial properties of the beam element. The translational and 

rotational inertias are represented by concentrated masses at the 

joints; tnese masses are calculated by assuming that one half of 

the beam element moves as a rigid body. Thus. the concentrated 

translational mass becomes half the beam element distributed mass • 

.................... (2.14) 

and the concentrated rotational mass is the mass moment of inertia 

of a beam element of length £/2 rotating about one end. 

= 1 eAt [ !2 
2 ' 48 

+ 12 ] 
16 

= ~ 
24 .......•.. (2.15) 

STRUDL allows the numerical factor in Equation (2.15) to be changed 

to any value the user might think suitable; to allow for the fact 

that the motion is not rigid body rotation about a node. 



The assumption used to calculate the lumped masses excludes 

dynamic coupling between the element ends. and the mass matrix is 

diagonal 

1 

o 1 
Symmetric 

0 0 1,2 
12 

•..•..••. (2.16) 
0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 I} 
12 

This diagonal form of the lumped mass matrix results in shorter 

computer solution time than when consistent mass matrix is used. 

However. it has been shown by Archer (21) that consistent mass 

condensation. when applied to simple beam vibration problems. re-

suIts in significant improvement in accuracy. 

To obtain the consistent mass matrix it is assumed that under 

dynamic loading the displacements and accelerations of the beam 

element are related to the end displacements and accelerations by 

the same functions which relate vex) and u(x) to the end displace-

ments under static loading. The transverse acceleration vex) is 

thus given from Equation 2.5 by 
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v = [ .Q; (i.i2 - uS) + 1 W3 + u6) ] x3 

,e2 

+ [,t; (Us - u2 ) 1 (2i..i 3 + u6 1 ] 2 

l: 
x 

+ ..•...•.................. (2.17) 

Associated with a transverse displacement v is the longitudinal 

displacement uy which can be calculated from 

= -y ~ 
aX .............. (2.18) 

and the coupled longitudinal acceleration Uy is from Equation (2.18) 

u = y 

1 

:e + U3 ] •••••. (2.19) 

The acceleration from a purely longitudinal displacement Ux is 

................ (2.20) 

The distributed inertia forces eAV. eAuy and fAux (where eA is the 

mass per unit length) are replaced by a statically equivalent set 

of end forces and moments. This is done by equating the work done 

by the distributed inertia forces and moments to that done by 

equivalent end forces and moments for any virtual set of compatible 

deformations. The following consistent-mass matrix results. 
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[ mij] m,. 140 
420 

0 156 

0 22t 42 

70 0 0 140 

0 54 13i 0 156 

0 -13£ _3£2 0 -22£ 41 2 

(f) 2 

0 

+~ 
30 

0 36 

0 4J} 
......... (2.21) 

0 0 0 0 

0 -36 -3! 0 36 

0 _t2 0 -~ J2 

The matrix (2.21) consists of two terms) the elements of the 

first term represent translational inertia while the rotatory 

inertia is represented ~i the second term. The elements in 

column j are the end forces and moments associated with end 

acceleration Ui and all other end accelerations zero. Mass-

coefficient m32 for example is obtained from 
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1. 
S( eA ( 

x3 2 
+ 1) U2)( i~ x2 X) 2 32- + dx -:p .€2 2T 

u3 
0 

£ 
:S( eA ( 

x2 
6 .e~ ) (-y ) .. ) ( x

2 
4~ 1)( -y) u3 dx 6 u2 3- + 

.f,3 ,e2 .f 
~ 

= s3u3 .................. ( 2 • 22 ) 

giving 

22 ef\f2 u2 
3 e~2 ( i) 2 

420 + - u2 = 
30 s3 ••••••••• (2.23) 

2 
or eA!2 ( 22 + 3 (:i) ) m32 = 420 30 ................. (2.24) 

where r is the radius of gyration of the beam element cross-section. 

From the basic assumption of static deformations of the beam 

element under a dynamic loading it becomes apparent that the beam 

element length should be chosen such that its fundamental clamped-

clamped frequency is high compared to the structural frequencies 

which are to be computed. 

The beam elements of a structure should have their fundamental 

clamped-clamped frequencies as close as possible to obtain global 

stiffness and mass matrices where the numerical value of the elements 

are as similar as possible in the respective matrices. To this 

effect Archer [21] states as a "rule of thumb". that a clamped-

clamped frequency of the beam elements should be of the same order 

of magnitude. 

Distributed rotatlry inertia is proportional to the square'of 

the ratio of the radius of gyration of the beam cross-section to 

beam element length (it (matrix 2.21). and can be assumed negligible 



for ratios of r I.e <.< 1 STRUOL includes rotatory inertia automatic-

ally for all ratios of r/£ • when the consistent mass option is 

used. 

(c) Assembly of Global Matrices 

STRUOL utilises the matrix displacement method. which assumes 

joiht displacements and rotations are unknown and externally applied 

loads are known quanti ties. The system equations are based on force 

equilibrium at the joints with each equation representing equilib

rium in one of the global directions. i.e • 

= K U ............. ... .... .... . (2.25) 

where S and IT are the external force and displacement vectors at the 

joints respectively in the global directions and K is the global 

stiffness matrix. 

Before a global stiffness matrix can be constructed from the 

beam element matrices a transformation of the beam element matrices 

from local to global co-ordinates must take place. From the joint 

co-ordinates of each element the direction cosines are computed 

and a transformation matrix constructed for each beam element; 

consider the (i)th element. 

= 

and 
= 

T(i) S (i) 

(i) T(i) IT 

.•................ (2.26) 

•••••••••••••••••• ( 2 • 27 ) 

The transformation matrix T(i) is the same for both forces and 

displacements. If Equations (2.26) and (2.27) are substituted into 

the matrix equation of element i (Equation 2.2) then it follows that. 
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- (i) s :: ................. (2.28) 

The transformation matrix however is orthogonal, i.e. T-1 = 

and 

......................... (2.29) 

With all beam element matrices calculated for global co-ordinates 

the principle of force equilibrium at the jOints is employed to 

construct the global stiffness matrix. Force equilibrium implies 

that stiffness co-efficients can be added together. The element 

positions in the global stiffness matrix to which a stiffness co-

efficient or co-efficients are placed are determined by the number-

ing sequence of the joints. 

For the cantilever beam the global axes are chosen such that 

they coincide with the local axes of the beam elements. This makes 

the direct'ion cosine equal to unity and the global matrix can be 

assembled directly from the beam element matrices. 

The global stiffness matrix is reduced when the displacement 

boundary conditions are applied; these usually prescribe certain 

joint displacements to be zero and this removes the associated 

columns and rows in the global matrix. The final matrix KR relates 

joint displacements and rotations to external loads in the form, 

••••• t. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (2 • 30 ) 

and the solution of this set of equations to static loads is 

accomplished in principle by inverting the non-singular stiffness 

matrix to yield 
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u = •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 2 • 31 ) 

BaCK substitutions of the computed joint displacements and rotations 

U then enables local beam element displacements. deformations and 

reactions to be calculated. 

The assembly of the global consistent-mass matrix follows steps 

outlined for the global stiffness matrix. However. when lumped mass 

is used,no transformation is required as this formulation is independ-

ent of frame of reference. 

A naturally lumped mass. for example the shaKer. is modelled as 

a concentrated inertia attached to a joint; and its mass is added 

to the corresponding diagonal element of the global mass matrix. 

(d) Condensation of Global Stiffness Matrix 

The global stiffness matrix KR of Equation (2.30) relates all 

external loads S to their corresponding displacements~. If the load 

vector 's has a number of zeros and only the displacements corr-

esponding to points of non-zero applied loads in the structure are 

of interest. then a reduction of the matrix KRis possible. This is 

particularly relevant in a dynamic analysis. when the effect of 

certain inertial loads can be considered negligible. 

Static condensation is implemented on STRUDL II and is an exact 

static condensation technique as can be seen from the following 

simple derivation. 

The force displacement Equation (2.30) is re-arranged and 

partitioned as follows. 

, 



[ -_ss XyJ .. = [KKYXXX KK
y

XY

y 
] [-=~u Xy] . . ' ............. (2.32) 

When S y = 0, IT y can be expressed as 

-K-1 K U yy yx _ x •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 2 • 33 J 

iflKyyl ;:. O. Equation (2.33) is then substituted into Equations 

(2.32) with the following results, 

s x = (Kxx - Kxy Ky~ Kyx):g:)( •••••••••••••••.• (2.34) 

which yields the condensed stiffness matrix Kc 
-1 

Kc = (Kxx - Kxy Kyy Kyx) ••••••••••.••.••••••. (2.35) 

The use of static condensation combined with intelligent assumptions 

about inertial loads which may be neglected can reduce the dynamic 

eigenvalue/eigenvector problem considerably. 

The effect of excluding certain inertial loads becomes clear 

from computations on the cantilever beam. 
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(e) Computation of Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes 

The assembled stiffness and mass matrices representing the 

cantilever beam give rise to an algebraic eigenvalue problem. 

K IT = (:)..2 M U ....•................ (2.36) 

where ~ is the angular natural frequency of the structure in any 

one of i~s natural modes. STRUDL has two algorithms implemented for 

computations of natural frequencies and mode shapes. 

(1) Householders Q-R Method; 

(11) Matrix decomposition and iteration. 

(i) Householders Q-R Method 

Householders Q-R method (18) tridiagonalises the dynamic matrix 

...............•.......•.•.. (2.37) 

and thus computes the natural frequencies and mode shapes of this 

matrix by means of Sturm sequence property and inverse iteration. 

respectively~ The basic disadvantages of the technique is ~hat it 

must tridiagonalise the dynamic matrix even if only a few natural 

frequencies are required and the computational time increases as a 

function of n3 where n is the number of dynamic degrees of freedom. 

(ii) Matrix Decomposition and Iteration 

Equation (2.36) can be written in the form 

D U = 1 u 
.0-2 

••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••• (2.38) 

in which 

D = K-1 M .•..............•......... (2.39) 
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The lowest natural frequency~ and corresponding mode shape can be 

obtained by iteration of Equation l2.3~),and convergence to higher 

modes can be achieved by lteration and use of the orthogonality 

property of normal modes. Decomposition is used to avoid inversion 

of the stiffness matrix of Equation (2.39). 

The solution time for the Iteration technique (17) depends 

basically on the accuracy and the number of modes which are to be 

extracted from the matrix problem and the time may increase sig-

nificantly if two or more natural frequencies are very close to-

gether. Tne accuracy of the Iteration technique [17) is claim~d 

to compare favourably with tne Householder technique and certainly 

good enough for engineering purposes. 

The conclusion is that if only relatively few natural freq-

uencies are required from a large dynamic problem then the Iterat-

ion technique should be used. This is very much the situation in 

the analyses of offshore platforms and the Iteration technique 

described in references [ 16, 17 ] was employed exclusively in all 

the computations which follow. 

(f) Computation of Frequency Response Function 

The equation of motion in matrix form for an undamped con-

strained structure subjected to time dependent exciting forces 

P (t) is given by Equation (2.1) 

.. 
M U + K U = P (to 

R-
. ................... . (2.1 ) 

This set of differential equations is in general difficult to 

solve because of coupling through non-zero off-diagonal coefficients 
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in the stiffness and mass matrices. The classical normal mode 

technique however. offers a way of uncoupling the equations. 

provided natural frequencies and mode shapes are known. The dis-

placements U of an idealised structure can be expressed as a linear 

combination of the mode shapes with a time-dependent multiplier for 

each JIlode 

~ = a ~ 
. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 2 • 40 ) 

Equation (2.40) may be substituted into Equation (2.1) and according 

to the theorem of orthogonal modes [22] premultiplied by aT 

= ••.••• (2.41) 

The matrix productsaTMB and aTKB are known as the generalised 

mass MG and stiffness KG matrices respectively. They are both 

diagonal with the effect of uncoupling the differential equations. 

The product' aTf (t) is termed the generalised force 'matrix PG• 

The solution of Equation (2.41) for free harmonic vibration is 

................. (2.42) 

from which it is found that 

= ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 2 • 43 ) 

and Equation (2.41) can be written 

MG ~ + MG..n.. 2 ~ = fG ..•................ (2.44) 

Equation (2.44) does not include damping. but if linear viscous 

damping is assumed. the equation of motion is 

MU + CU + KU = P (t) •................ (2.45) 
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The generalised damping matrix follows from the previous derivations 

= ..... ..................... (2.46) 

Damping is not necessarily an inherent property of the system like 

stiffness and mass, and the value is found by experiment rather 

than~y calculation. The Matrix CG is therefore not in general 

diagonal, but can be made so by making the assumption that the 

damping in each mode of vibration is similar to that of a single 

degree of freedom system. The critical damping in a single degree 

of freedom system is 

C = 2m t..c,) crit ............................... (2.47) 

and the ratio of actual damping to critical damping is defined as 

= 

hence 

= 

c r 

ccrit 

2 'Zr m c.o 

and in matrix form 

............................... (2.48) 

•••••••• ' ••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 2 • 49 ) 

C = 2'l M..(l... •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (2.50) 

'l, and A are both diagonal matrices and the mass matrix is made 

diagonal through pre and post-multiplying with aT and 8 respectively. 

This is obtained if Equation (2.50) is substituted into Equation (2.46). 

= 2'2. I'1G..n.. ••••••••••••••• (2 • 51 ) 

This generalised damping matrix is diagonal, because the damping was 

chosen proportional to the mass matrix. Equation (2.44) can now 
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be written 

+ .•......... (2.52) 

This set of differential equatio~ is uncoupled and the equations 

for the rth mode multiplier ];r is 

. 
. ~ (MG S + 2'2 MG ~ + MG W 2 ~) r ........ (2.53) 

If harmonic excitation is assumed at the jth degree of freedom and 

all the other exciting forces equal zero then the time dependent 

mu1 tiplier ~ r is 

~r ;: 
8 jr Pj (c.o • t) • ••••• (2.54) 

(00 2 W 2 
MG - + i 2'2r W CA,.;I) r r 

and the response at ui follows from Equation (2.40) 

n 

Ui (CU.t) L .. (2.55) 

r =1 + i 2~rC4,)rW) 

The displacement response at the ith degree of freedom to a harmonic 

force of unit peak amplitude at the jth degree of freedom. 

j = (1.2 •••••••• i •••••••• n). is defined as the displacement 

receptance. 

n 
= 

~ 
.. (2.56) 

r- f 

The acceleration receptanceol ij is obtained from the second time 

derivation of Equation (2.56). 
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= ............... (2.57) 

where cu is the frequency of the exciting force. 

2.2.3 Computed Results for Dynamic Response and Comparison with 

Analytical Results 

,.It was decided that for the present purpose it was sufficient 

to compute the first three sway modes of vibrations and the canti

lever was modelled as a four beam element structure. Lateral and 

rotational dynamic degrees of freedom were employed together with 

lumped and consistent mass condensation. The natural frequencies 

of these four beam element models and the percentage difference 

from analytical frequencies are given in Table 2.1. 

The tabulated frequencies show clearly that consistent mass 

condensation is superior to lumped mass condensation for this simple 

cantilever· beam. The computed results for the consistent mass model 

with lateral and rotational degrees of freedom agreed almost exactly. 

with the analytical model. for example. the difference being -0.25% 

in the third mode. 

If the rotational accelerations of the beam elements are assumed 

to be negligible then it follows that the dynamic moments at the 

joints. arising from distributed linear and rotatory motion. can be 

ignored. This is done by removing the appropriate rows and columns 

from the global consiste~t mass matrix and a static condensation of 

the global stiffness matrix will follow to eliminate rotational 

degrees of freedom. This approach was applied to the cantilever 

beam. and the accuracy of the consistent mass model with only lateral 
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dynamic degrees of freedom was good; an error of +6.04% in the third 

mode is acceptable for engineering purposes. 

In the lumped mass model it is evident from Table 2.1 that the 

translational inertia has been over estimated, all three computed 

frequencies being lower than the analytical value, the maximum diff-

erencEl _being -13.8% in the third mode. Introducing mass moment 

of inertia at the joints leads to an increased negative error in all 

modes, as can be expected. 

The solution times for the four models increased with the com-

plexity of the models. For example, an increase of 17% in C.P.U. 

time gave in improvement of about 13. % in the third natural freq-

uency. 

Computed mode shapes, normalised to unit displacement at the 

beam tip,are plotted in Figure 2.3. It was noticed that the second 

mode shape was computed 180 degrees out of phase with the analytical 

mode shape calculated from the equation 

fllx)2 = cosh(4.694x) - cos(4.694 x) - 1.018 (sinh(4.694 x) - sin(4.694 xl) ... 
1 ~ l ~ 

•••• (2.58) 

for a cantilever beam, and tabulated by Bishop (23). 

Such an inversion is of no significance in the present work. The 

accuracy of the mode shapes was expected to be consistent with the 

trend of the frequency Table 2.1. This is confirmed by Table 2.2 

which was compiled for the f~ndamental mode to show percent diff-

erence in computed and analytical mode shapes. The mode shape of 

the consistent mass model with lateral and rotational dynamic deg-

rees of freedom agreed almost exactly,and the errors in the remaining 



models are less than 2%. 

A computer programme was written to compute and plot recept

ances. Figure 2.4 shows the acceleration receptanceldC77 l' at the 

cantilever tip plotted from analytical and computed normal modes. 

lhe computed normal modes used were those from the consistent mass 

model ~th lateral and rotational dynamic degrees of freedom. As 

expected the two receptances agree almost exactly. From the plot, 

which is on a logarithmic amplitude-scale. it becomes apparent that 

the cantilever develops a "node" at the tip for two frequencies. 

137 Hz and 454 Hz. The "node" is a result of the transition from 

one mode to the next. The modal damping ratio was given the value 

of 0.5% in all modes. This is a rather high damping figure for a 

steel cantilever beam. but 0.5% gives a dynamic magnification of 100 

which is a convenient figure. Dynamic magnification is related to 
I 

the damping ratio by 

1 ............... (2.59) 
= 

. 2~r 

2.2.4 Computed Results with Point Mass at Tip and Comparison 

with Analytical Results 

The cantilever beam problem with a translational point inertia 

at the tip has an analytical solution. The equation governing the 

natural frequency is (24) 

1 ... 1 
cosh Ar£ cos'}: I! - ~Ar.e (tan A. r.f tanh 'A. r..t ) = 0 

•••• (2.60) 

where )( is the ratio of the point mass to the total distributed 
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mass. Figure 2.5. 

M . '6= 
~ ..........•••..•......•.••.•. (2.61) 

For the present purposes mass ratios ){ of 2 and 5 were chosen. and 

Equation (2.60) solved for the first three natural frequencies. 

Tables2.j and 2.4 give the frequencies for the mass ratios ({ = 2 

and &' = 5 respectively. The beam element computation was then 

carried out for the two lumped-mass and two consistent-mass models 

and the result forY= 2 a~d t= 5 are included in Tables 2.3 and 
I 

2.4 respectively. These itables show that the consistent mass 

condensation with lateral'. and rotational dynamic degrees of freedom 

gives the best results. the error in the third frequency being 0.05% 

for K' = 2 and ~ ~ 5. The lumped mass models without rotational 

dynamic degrees of freedom show remarkably small errors,for example 

-2.27% (~= 2) and 2.01% ( )( = 5) in the third frequency. This is 

in contrast with errors calculated for the cantilever beam without 

point mass. It may also be noted that the accuracy improved slightly 

for increasing mass ratio )f. These observations point to the fact 

that when the system is dominated by a lumped mass greater than the 

distributed mass of the beam, the choice of mass condensation tech-

nique becomes irrelevant with respect to accuracy. 

The computed mode shapes were found to be virtually the same 

for the two mass ratios and are plotted in Figure 2.5. In the 

second and third modes there is very little translation at the beam 

tip and these mode shapes are similar to those for a clamped/pinned 

beam. The acceleration response'·~371 at X3 = !~ for excitation 
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at X7 = £ was also computed for the two mass ratios and is plotted 

in Figure 2.6. The plots show clearly the effect of an increased 

mass ratio on the amplitude and the natural frequency of the response 

for a given excitation. The response amplitude in all modes was 

reduced by more than 50%. The reduction in natural frequencies was 

greatest in the fundamental mode - 34.6% - with only 1.62% and 0.56% 

in the second and third modes respectively. 

2.2.5 Computed Results with Shaker at Tip 

The final extension to the cantilever beam was a dynamic model 

of the shaker and its support. Figure 2.2. The shaker and support 

might be treated as a single unit of mass in using Rayleigh's 

formula l23]. for example. to estimate the fundamental frequency 

f • 1 v k ............. (2.62) 
2T1 

where k is the stiffness at the beam tip, M is the lumped shaker 

assembly mass and eA~ the total distributed beam mass. The 

fundamental frequency calculated from Equation (2.62) was 

f = 1 v B2370. = 7.69 Hz .... (2.63) 
33.2 + 0.236 x B.BB 

However, this model might not be good enough for computing higher 

modes as there is a signific~nt spacing between the shaker and its 

support base. and a node may occur between the two masses in the 

second and third modes. A dynamic model for the cantilever beam was 

therefore taken to consist of two lumped masses (shaker and support 

base) connected by a beam element, Figure 2.7. This connecting 
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element has a tapered cross-sectional shape, but, as a first 

approximation the dimensions of the cross section at two thirds 

distance from the base was used to calculate equivalent cross-

sectional properties, Figure 2.7. The mass m1 in Figure 2.7 is 

the inertia of the shaker only, and its mass moment of inertia was 

calculated from formula for a cylinder 

J 1 
(a 2 + 

1 
.................. (2.64) 

The mass m2 is the total inertia of the shaker support and base plate 

with mass moment of inertia calculated from formula for e plate 

J 
2 = + .................... (2.65) 

To investigate the effect of increasing the number of elements, 

it was decided to compute the normal modes for two different models: 

a five bea~ and a nine beam element model, Figure 2.8. The nine beam 

element model was derived from the five element model by halving the 

length of the elements of the uniform cantilever. A check on the 

convergence of the computed frequencies would then indicate if further 

sub-division was required. 

The results in Table 2.5 show clearly that no further sub-division 

is necessary if consistent inertia with lateral and rotational dynamic 

degrees of freedom are used. In the other three cases further sub-

division is expected to improve the values for the second and third 

natural frequenci&s. Computed normalised mode shapes for the five 

beam element models are plotted in Figure 2.B. Both the second and 

third mode shapes have a node between the shaker and the support base 
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and in tne third mode the second node is located at a distance 

1.12 m from the cantilever base. 

2.2.6 Method of Measuring Dynamic Response 

A generalised block diagram of the equipment used to record the 

acceleration response of the cantilever beam to sinusoidal force 
- " 

excitation is shown in Figure 2.9. The main components are: 

(a) Signal generator with correlator or amplitude 

regulator; 

lb) Power amplifier; 

(c) Electro-magnetic shaker; 

ld) Accelerometers and pre-amplifiers; 

(e) Signal amplifiers; 

(f) Switch box, digital frequency. meter, 

oscilloscopes, and recorders. 

Similar equipment was used in all the experimental work reported 

in this thesis. 

(a) Signal Generator 

To generate the excitation signal at discrete frequencies a 

Solartron Digital Transfer Function Analyser JM 1600 A (TFA) was 

d Thi it '"' f f 10-& use • s un "as a requency rangE rom Hz to 159.9 Hz 

with an accuracy of !0.05% of the frequency setting. Frequencies 

can be dialled in steps of 0.01 Hz in the range from 1 Hz to 15.99 Hz 

and in steps of 0.1 Hz in the range from 10 Hz to 159.9 Hz. The 

voltage amplitude range is 10 volts RMS with measuring resolution 

of 0.1% of full scale and accuracy of !U.5% of reading. The amplitude 

and phase angle of the signal is displayed digitally in cartesian, 



polar or log polar form. This display also serves the correlator 

unit. which computes the amplitude and phase angle of the response 

signal relative to the generator signal. The result/displayed in 

polar form/gives the amplitude to three digits (0.1%) with an 

accuracy of ~ 0.5% of reading. The phase angle has a four digit 

display (3600 0') and is accurate to : 10 at 0.1 x full scale 

amplitude. 

The Transfer Function Analyser (TFAJ is a unit for measuring 

response amplitude and phase angle at discrete frequencies. Record

ing a complete frequency response,however. is a slow process. To 

overcome this problem. the alternative sweep sine technique was also 

employed. A Bruel & Kjaer Beat Frequency Oscillator Type 1017 

together with a Level Recorder Type 2305 was ava~lable. 

The Beat Frequency Oscillator (BFO) consists of a sine-wave 

generator for the frequency range 2 Hz to 2K Hz on a logarithmic 

frequency scale. Voltage amplitudes up to 12 volts can be obtained 

and the output displayed on an analogue meter calibrated in RMS 

values of sinusoidal voltage with an accuracy of ~1% of full scale 

deflection. The output frequency from the BFO can be remotely con

trolled via a mechanical drive which is linKed up with the Level 

Recorder drive by a flexible shaft. The output speed (rpm) of the 

Level Recorder drive-shaft has ten different settings which enables 

very low logarithmic sweep rates to be used for lightly damped 

structures. The Level Recorder was equipped to record AC signal 

amplitude variations of maximum 50 db on rolled paper of 100 mm 

writing width. The speed of the recording paper can be adjusted 
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to compress or expand the record. and paper with pre-printed 

frequency scales can be used. When the Level Recoraer is used to 

sweep the frequency in conjunction with the ~FO. it may be nec

essary to control the amplitude of the output voltage. driving the 

power-amplifier in order to keep constant the force amplitude over 

the fr~quency sweep range. This is ach1eved when an acceleration 

control signal is fed back from the shaker armature mass to the 

signal regulator unit which is an integral part of the BFO unit. 

The regulator has a dynamic range of 45 db for a change of 2 db in 

the control signal. In other words. if the structure under test 

requires a voltage change from the BFO of less than 45 db over the 

sweep frequency range. full regulation can be achieved. The freq

uency response of the regulator unit 1S within! 0.5 db. Success

ful regulation of the force input to the structure under frequency 

sweep test depends on the dynamic characteristics of the power

amplifier and shaker unit. 

(b) Power Amplifier 

Tne function of the power-amplifier is to raise the power level 

of the signal derived from the signal generator to a level sufficient 

to operate the shakerJ this in turn excites the structure under 

test. 

The basic requirements of the power-amplifier are high input 

and low output-impedance wi t,hin specified frequency limits. A high 

input impedance makes the amplifier easily matched with any signal 

generator. The ratio of load to source impedance should in general 

be as high as possible. On the output side. the shaker is considered 
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a load on the amplifier. and this impedance ratio should be unity. 

Harmonic and intermodular distortl0n are relevant performance 

data when testing lightly damped structures. Harmonic distortion is 

harmonic frequencies at the output of the amplifier when a sinu

soidal voltage is applied at the input. Intermodulation is 

the modulation of the components of a complex signal by each other. 

producing signals of frequencies equal to the sums and differences 

of integral multiples of the components of the original complex 

signal. 

The amplifier used for the cantilever experiment was designed 

and made by the Engineering Laboratories. It is a constant gain. 

AC coupled power-amplifier rated for approximately 40 watts but. 

because of its AC coupling. it was found to be not suitable for low 

frequency excitations (7. HzJ. For subsequent work a CROWN DC-300A 

power amplifier was used. This is a unit with good performance in 

most aspects of signal amplification. The input sensitivity is 

1.75 volts with input impedance varying between 100 K1t and 10 KSL 

at minimum gain and maximum gain respectively. The frequency re

sponse is within: 0.1 db from DC to 20K Hz. and the output im

pedance is less than 0.01~h40o up to 200 Hz. The amplifier will 

work on a completely reactive loadJ for a resistive load of 1~~ 

the maximum output power is 100 watts RMS. 

(c) Electro-Magnetic Shaker 

The function of the shaker is to convert electric power into 

mechanical power. The shaker has two main parts: a permanent 

magnet and a moving mass/coil assembly (armature) suspended by a 
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spring,Figure 2.10. When a current is passed through the moving 

armature coil of the shaker. the armature will follow the waveform 

of the current in magnitude and direction. 

If the shaker assembly is made an integral part of the struct

ure under test. the exciting force can be derived from the accel

eration~of the armature mass. This principle of dynamic force 

generation is used for all experiments described in this work. It 

has the advantage that no auxiliary structure need be constructed 

to react forces. The force generated was deduced from the accel

eration measured by an accelerometer attached to the armature plat

form. A sinusoidal force of 137 Newtons is the maximum rating when 

natural cooling is used. The shaker has an operating frequency range 

from 5 Hz to 9K Hz.' The force/frequency response is not linear. 

Figure 2.11. In the region from 5 Hz to 30 Hz the response in

creases bY,approximately 12 db/octave exhibiting a resonant peak 

between 30 Hz and 40 Hz. The response drops by 5 db in the range 

40 Hz to 100 Hz, from which frequency it can be considered flat. 

(d) Accelerometers and Pre-Amplifiers 

The Vibrations induced by the electro-magnetic shaker were 

measured by piezoelectric accelerometers with magnetic bases for 

mounting on the steel structure. Figure 2.12. The basic accelerometer 

consists of two piezoelectric discs on which is resting a mass. 

Figure 2.12. When the accelerometer is subjected to vibration' the 

mass will apply a force proportional to the acceleration on the 

piezoelectric discs. Due to the piezoelectric effect a variable 

voltage will develop between the two discs. The particular accel-
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erometer used was a Bruel & KJaer Type 4338. Tne nominal spec-

ifications for this accelerometer are; voltage sensitivity 90 mv/g. 

transverse sensitivity L... 3%. output impedance> 20000 M..cl.. mounted 

resonance 12K Hz and weight 60 grammes. A 2.5 grammes accelerometer 

Type 4344 was also used for measurements on light structural members. 

The particulars for this accelerometer are; voltage sensitivity 2.7 
--~ 

mv/g. transverse sensitivity ~ 3%. mounted resonance 131K Hz and 

output impedance > 20000 M,.Cl.. 

Piezoelectric accelerometers have very high output impedance 

( > 20000 M D-) and an impedance converter (pre-amplifier J is re-

quired in order to operate the transducer without loss of sensitivity. 

A voltage pre-amplifier is basically an amplifier with high input 

and low output impedance. and it should be as close as possible to 

the accelerometer. so as to keep the capacitance and resistance of 

the connecting cable small • 
. 

The voltage pre-amplifiers used were designed and made by the 

Electronic Workshop. The circuit consists basically of a semi-

conductor with unit feedback. Power is obtained from two 9 volt 

batteries. which together with the circuitry are assembled in a small 

diecast box. 

The frequency response of the pre-amplifier is nominally flat. 

(e) Signal Amplifiers 

The pre-amplifiers were ~esigned with unit voltage gain. This 

may at first seem not right, but the pre-amplifier is positioned 

close to the accelerometer. and in some cases attached to the vib-

rating structure. Hence the size and weight are important design 
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parameters. The signal amplification as such was therefore performed 

by separate amplifiers connected to the pre-amplifiers with 70~ 

co-axial cable. 

The signal-amplifier design is based on the 741 operational 

amplifier. A ten-turn potentiometer gives infinitely variable 

gain between 30 and 300. lhe frequency response is flat and the 

lower -3 db frequency is 1 Hz,determined by a blocking capacitor. 

which was included to elimiate pre-amplifier DC off-set. The input 

independance is ~ 2K..!).. and the unit is powered by two 9 volt PP9 

batteries. 

(f ) Switch Box" Digital Frequency Meter. Osci lloscope. and 

Recorders. 

The switch box ,was designed with two six way one pole switches 

to enable any two of six input signals to be monitored and/or record

ed. Signals were displayed on two Solartron Schlumberger Oscill

oscopes. A B'acal SA520 digital frequency meter was used to measure 

signal frequency. The meter frequency range is from 2 Hz to 30K Hz; 

it displays frequency to the nearest integer frequency with an acc

uracy ± 1 count ± internal crystal stability. In addition period 

measurements are included to enable low frequency signals to be 

measured with very high accuracy. 

A Bruel & Kjaer Level Recorder was used to record the envelope 

of the structural response. !his unit is described under point (a). 

Complete time histories were recorded on a Ultra-Violet Recorder. 

2.2.7 Measured Dynamic Response with Shaker at Tip 

Natural frequencies and mode shapes were first measured using 

discrete frequency excitation. The input force was the same at 
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each frequency and the acceleration response was recorded on both 

sides of the resonant peaks. 

Figure 2.13 is a plot of the response in the region of the 

second sway mode. It shows clearly that the mode is lightly damped 

and that the natural frequency was between 104-105 Hz. Another 

estimate of the natural frequency was obtained from the phase angle - - ----,~ 

plot. Figure 2.14. 

The phase shift of 900 between response and force at resonance 

was used to locate the natural frequency again between 104-105 Hz. 

From these two plots Figures 2.13 and 2.14 the second natural freq-

uency was estimated to be 104.48 Hz. 

The dynamic magnification was extracted from the phase angle 

plot Figure 2.14 by considering the frequency bandwidth at the half-

power points. which were at 45 0 on each side of the resonant phase 

angle point (900 ). The dynamic magnification was then calculated 

from the expression 

= fr/Af ............•........ l2.66) 

where f~ is the natural frequency and ~f is the half-power point 

bandwidth. This in turn gave the modal damping ratio 

'1. 2 = 1 
2Q2 

.•.............•....... (2.59) 

For this second sway mode the ,value of Q2 was estimated to be 

104.5/0.25 = 4.18 or· '1 2 = 0.12%. 

The third mode was examined in the same way and results are 

plotted in Figures 2.15 and 2.16. The measured natural frequency 
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was 255.55HZ and the value of Q3 was 182 giving a modal damping 

ratio of 0.28%. 

Because of the unfavourable frequency response characteristics 

of the power amplifier and shaker at the lower frequencies. it was 

not possible to use this method to determine the response of the 

beam at-~he fundamental frequency. Instead the fundamental mode 

was excited manually by simply pulling the cantilever at shaker 

level from its natural position and then releasing. 

The resulting oscillation was recorded on an Ultra-Violet 

recorder and the natural frequency measured from the record to be 

7.33 Hz. The logarithmic decrement d was calculated by measuring 

the amplitude ratio for 22 cycles • 

= In 1 .14 
22 

...................... (2.67) 

which givea a modal damping ratio of 

= ~1 
2'\\' 

which is a Q1 of 527. 

100 = 0.095% ••••••••••• (2.68) 

2.2.8 Comparison of Measured and Computed Responses with Shaker 

at Tip 

The measured natural frequencies are compared with the computed 

values for both the 5 and 9 element models in Tables 2.6 and 2.7. 

The fundamental natural frequency was measured tobe 7.33 Hz and the 

Rayleigh formula Equation (2.63) for a one degree of freedom model 

predicted a fundamental natural frequency of 7.69 Hz. This is an error 
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of 4.9% which is considered acceptable for engineering purposes. 

All the beam element models gave fundamental·frequencies with 

good accuracy. Errors of about 1.4% or less are indicated in Tables 

2.6 and 2.7. 

The second natural frequency was found at 104.5 Hz, and was 

compute~ with good accuracy from the models with lateral and rotat-

ional dynamic degrees of freedom. Errors varying from -2.4% to -1.2% 

are indicated by Tables 2.6 and 2.7. 

The models without rotational dynamic degrees of freedom show 

errors of 14.7% to 18.6%. From these results it appears that the 

choice of mass condensation technique is irrelevant, but that inertia 

forces and moments associated with rotations are not negligible in 

this second mode. 

The third natural frequency was measured at 255.55Hz and the 

qualitative performance of the beam element models is similar to the 

second mode. Models with lateral and rotational dynamic degrees of 

freedom show errors up to +3.3%, and without rotational dynamic 

degrees of freedom errors of 30% to 40%. 

Computed and Measured mode shapes are in good agreement, Figures 

2.8 and 2.17. The second and third modes both have a node between 

the shaker and its support. The position of the second node measured 

on the cantilever in the third mode is 1.105 m from the base of the 

cantilever and is very close to the computed node position measured 

on Figure 2.8. 

Experimental modal damping ratios were used to compute the 

lateral acceleration receptance Idl391 at a position 0.75 m from 
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the cantilever base. Figure 2.18. 

Sweep sine testing should have produced a similar plot for the 

same frequency range. However. the frequency response of the 

exciter system plotted in Figure 2.11 made this impossible. The 

acceleration response was therefore recorded from about 90 Hz and 

Figure 2.19 shows the measured acceleration response where the second 

and third natural frequencies are easily identified. 
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2.3 PLANE FRAME STRUCTURE 

2.3.1 Description of plane frame 

The plane frame is shown in Figure 2.20. It may be thought of 

as a single panel or substructure of a K-braced jacket. It was 

chosen because its dynamic response would be more complex than that 

of the cantilever beam structure. but still much simpler than that 

of a K-braced platform. The frame was constructed from square 

hollow sections; the two legs had the same dimensions as the 

cantilever beam of the previous study. The spacing of the legs was 

fixed by the pitch of fixing plates in the re-inforced concrete 

strength floor. The two horizontal beams were spaced to give the 

K-braces an angle of approximately 45 0 • 

The foundation plates were thinn8r than in the cantilever beam. 

and were bolted to the floor foundations. with washers between the 

plates and the floor. to give approximately encastre fixing. 

The shaker assembly was fixed to a plate on one leg. 

2.3.2 Frame beam element model 

It was intended that the normal mode computation would give 

the first five or six global and local modes. Global modes were 

regarded as those in which all structural members suffer appreciable 

displacement; in local modes only one member or small group of 

members deform significantly. 

To model the frame it was, decided that each member should be 

subdivided into at least three beam elements. A member modelled by 

three beam elements can describe member deformations such as an 

approximate 3/2 period sine wave. which was expected to occur in 
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higher modes. The beam element model is shown in Figure 2.21. The 

shaker system was modelled in the way described for the cantilever 

beam structure (Chapter 2, Section 2.5). 

The base plates were idealised as beams (Figure 2.20 and 2.21) 

and each plate was modelled as an assembly of two beam elements with 

a joint between them to which a leg of the frame was attached. 

Rather than attempt to model the bolting constraints of the base 

plates accurately it was decided to study two extreme conditions: 

(a) The bolts providing simple support; 

(b) 
, 

The bolts providing encastre support. 

These two idealised models are included in Figure 2.21. 

2.3.3 Computed static response 

As a preliminary to the dynamic response computations, the 

stiffness of the frame with a horizontal load applied at joint 2QX 

II ........... was used to calculate a force/displacement 

coefficient for both encastre and simply supported constraints. For 

encastr~ conditions the stiffness k20X,21X was 11.05 KN/mm 

with a reduction of 24.1% for simply'" supported condition. 

An estimate was also made of the maximum load that might 

safely be applied to the frame in an experiment to check the 

computed stiffness. The K-braces were the critical members, and 

37.7 KN was estimated to be the maximum compressive load which 

these members could safely withstand. This was reached at an applied 

load of 40 KN. Based on this rough estimate the applied load was 

limited to 30 KN. 



2.3.4 Measured static response 

A diagram of. the force/displacement experiment is shown in 

Figure 2.22. A simple two member structure constructed from square 

hollow sections was used to react the force of the hydraulic ram. 

A clock gauge mounted on another frame recorded displacement at 

joint 21X. the resolution of the gauge being 0.01 mm. The force 

transmitted through the clock gauge was very small and deformation 

of the support frame would not lead to significant error in 

displacement measurement. The hydraulic ram was activated by a 

hand pump equipped with a pressure gauge calibrated in force units 

for different rams. A calibration check gave the following 

relation between gauge readings Fm in tons and the transmitted 

force FA in KN 

= 2 .......................... (2.69) 

The f~rce was increased in steps of 0.5 tons up to 3.5 tons 

and the displacement at joint 21X plotted. Figure 2.23. A straight 

line was drawn to give the best fit to the experimental points. and 

the gradient of the line was measured from the plot to be 10.2 KN/mm 

2.3.5 Comparison of computed and measured static responses 

The assumpt,ion about the end constraints of the base plates 

gave satisfactory results. With encastre support plates the frame 

stiffness k20X.21X was overestimated by 8.3%. and for simply 

supported ends underestimated by 17.8%. making the assumptions of 

encastre support of the baseplates more realistic than the 

assumption of simple support. 
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From these results the chosen beam element model was 

considered sufficiently accurate for a stiffness computation and 

the only other point which might cause concern was the joint 

stiffness. In the computer model the joints are assumed rigid and 

this results in a stiffer frame. However. it was beyond the scope 

of this work to study the frame in such detail. Further. it was 

considered that the assumption abput joint stiffness would have a 

smaller affect on the stiffness k20X.21X than the assumption about 

base plate fixing. 

2.3.6 Computed dynamic response 

The first five vibration modes were computed for the two 

support conditions of the static analysis. Consistent mass 

condensation was used,for the beams with two translational and one 

rotational dynamic degrees of freedom at each joint. 

The shaker and support were modelled as lumped masses. Static 

condensation was used to eliminate horizontal dynamic degrees of 

freedom at the leg bases. joints 5){ and 6X Figure 2.21. The 

dynamic model had thus 64 degree of freedom or 2 less than the 

static model. 

The natural frequencies are given in Table 2.8 and the percent 

reduction in gOing from encastre to simply supported end conditions 

in the base plates included. The first natural frequency for 
, 

encastre supports was found to ~e 41.21Hz and the corresponding mode 

shape is plotted and tabulated in Figure 2.24 and Table 2.9. This 

plot showed that the frame was basically vibrating as a one degree 

of freedom system. where the shaker/support inertias constituted 
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the major part of the moving mass, with the frame acting as the 

spring element. The mode shape clearly involved rotations of the 

legs at the base plates and the rotational stiffness of these plates 

would affect the natural frequency and mode shape. When the support 

conditions were changed from encastre to simply supported, the 

natural frequency was reduced by 5.1%. 

The second natural frequency. was predicted at 67.60Hz for the 
, 

condition with encastre base plate ends, with a reduction of 6.5% 

for the simply supported configuration. The mode shape is plotted 

and tabulated in Figure 2.25 and Table 2.10. It was dominated by 

lateral movement of the upper horizontal beam. The shape of the 

beam approximated a half period sine wave. 

In the third mode at 73.21Hz the K-braces vibrated in an 

approximately clamped-clamped fundamental mode with other members 

conforming to this deformation, Figure 2.26 and Table 2.11. The 

mode did not involve significant deformation of the base plates and 

hence was relatively insensitive to base stiffness changes. A 

reduction in frequency of on ly 1.1 % was' noted. 

The fourth mode was a local mode with the K-braces vibrating 

out of phase in an approximate clamped-clamped mode at 7B.OBHz, 

(Figure 2.27) and with very little other deformation. The 

fundamental frequency of a clamped-clamped beam. 77.50Hz, was close 

to the measured value. There was only 0.24% reduction in going from 

encastre to simply supported conditions. 

The fifth mode was another global mode in which the frame was 

translating horizontally with legs bending in phase to approximately 



half period sine waves; remaining members deformed in sympathy with 

considerable displacements, Figure 2.28. The computed natural 

frequency was 96.12Hz with a reduction of 4.2% in going from 

encastre to simply supported base plates; this reduction was 

accounted for by the change in rotational stiffness of the base 

plates. 

In Figure 2.29 the receptance at joint 23 in the global Y

direction1denoted 23Y,is plotted for the two support conditions and 

for a dynamic magnification of 100. Joint 23Y was chosen because all 

modes appeared to be represented at that station. The modal 

displacement at joint 26X, the point of excitation, was very small in 

the fourth mode and consequently made this mode difficult to excite. 

The computed receptance Figure 2.29 give a good indication of 

four natural frequencies, but the fourth mode can easily be overlooked 

in an experiment with excitation at joint 26X. 

A change of support conditions from encastre to simply 

supported not only changed the vibration frequencies but also the 

mode shapes; this was apparent from the receptance plot, Figure 

2.29, and Tables 2.9 to 2.13. 

The amplitude response at the second natural frequency was 

reduced to approximately one third of its original value; at the 

third natural frequency, the response was increased by a factor of 

two, when the base supports were encast~. 

The receptance calculation' also provided an estimate of the 

force required to excite the frame to a measurable level. 
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2.3.7 Measured dynamic response 

The dynamic response was measured with the equipment 

described in section 2.6. and a block-diagram of the measurement 

set-up is shown in Figure 2.9. It was decided that measurements 

should also be taken with the frame submerged in water in order to 

check the accuracy of the beam element model with added virtual mass. 

and the damping effect of water. -To perform this experiment a 

relatively massive support for the frame had to be constructed. 

Figure 2.30. It consisted of a heavy I-beam with two plates welded 

to the I-beam to accept the base plates of the test frame. which was 

bolted to this foundation. The I-beam was constructed with four 

legs to avoid submerging the shaker during experiments conducted at 

the Naval Architecture Experiment Tank. 

The sweep sine equipment was set to give a constant force 

amplitude of 10 Newtons peak and the response was recorded from 30Hz 

to approximately 100Hz. The sweep time was long. 46 minutes, but 

this was necessary to avoid transients in the response when the 

excitation frequency went through a natural frequency. 

An accelerometer with a magnetic base was positioned at joint 

23Y to measure vibrations in the y-direction. The acceleration 

response is shown in Figure 2.31. Three major peaks were located 

immediately from the plot and these were at 39.9Hz, 69.7Hz and 

92.7Hz. An investigation of the mode shapes at these particular 

frequencies gave good agreement with the computed modes. 1, 2 and 

5 at 41.21Hz, 67.60Hz and 96.12Hz respectively. The natural 

frequencies of modes 3 and 4 were not easily determined from this 
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plot. Figure 2.31. However. the response showed two peaks at 79.1Hz 

and 84.6Hz and three more frequencies at which the response 

indicated that a resonance was present in the frame. 

To clarify the response a very light accelerometer (2.5 

grammes mass) was attached to joint 18. Figure 2.21. on a K-brace to 

measure transverse vibration. The sweep test was then repeated for 

the frequency range 65Hz to 95Hz approximately. Figure 2.32. 

Two peaks at 75.8Hz and 79.1Hz gave the most distinct response 

and the measured mode shapes confirmed that these modes were similar 

to the computed third and fourth modes. 

The response was also recorded on the other K-braceat joint 19. 

Figure 2.21. confirming the two peaks at 75.8Hz and 79.1Hz. Figure 

2.33. 

The response plot at joint 23Y. Figure 2.31. also revealed 

unexpected peaks at 3o.9Hz. 43.7Hz and 84.7Hz. The first peak was 

found at a ~requency which was one-third of the fifth natural 

frequency. This indicated the presence of a third harmonic in the 

excitation. The amount was not measured. but as a result of low 

modal damping it was enough to make the frame respond distinctly. 

Similar explanations could account for the peaks at 43.7Hz and 

84.7Hz. 

The response immediately after the fourth natural frequency 

showed peaks and valleys which were thought to be out-of-plane 

resonances. This was not confirmed. being beyond the scope of the 

experiment. 
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The damping in each mode was measured by tuning the excitation 

frequency to a natural frequencYJ when the response was considered 

steady. the excitation was discontinued and the ensuing response 

recorded on and Ultra-Violet recorder. 

The dynamic magnification Or was then calculated from the 

expression 
lit ............... (2.70) 

In ('x' I:· ) o Xn 

where Xo/Xn is the ratio of the decaying acceleration response. t is 

the time elapsed between Xo and Xn and fr is the natural frequency 

of the rth mode. The. dynamic magnification in the first. second 

and fifth mode was measured at joint 23Y and was found to be 59. 92 

and 346 respectively. The third and fourth modes were mainly 

vibrations of the K-braces. and consequently measurements were made 

at joints 18 and 19. From several measurements in the third mode. 

the dynamic magnification 0 was found to vary from 250 to 295 at 

joint 18 and from 320 to 385 at joint 19. In the fourth mode. O's 

of 706 and 739 were measured at joints .18 and 19 respectively. 



2.3.8 Computed and measured dynamic responsesin water 

It would no~ be right to terminate the frame research without 

an experiment in water. 

The vibration of structures in water is still a ~opic of 

discussion. Problems such as amplitude and frequency dependence of 

the liquid mass with the added complication when the vibrations 
~ 

take place relatively near the water surface are being investigated 

by research-workers (2~. It was beyond the scope of this work to 

study these aspects and consequently constant liquid mass was used. 

A table of added-liquid-mass values for some two-dimensional 

geometric shapes in unsteady motion is given in Figure 

2.34. For a beam of square section the distributed liquid mass is 

= .............. (2.71) 

and for a long flat plate 

= .................. (2.72) 

where ew is the density of water and 2a is the dimension of the 

side of the square. or the length of the plate. 

STRUDL was not programmed to calculate added-liquid-mass. but 

it was included by calculating an effective density from the relation 

e= + .................. (2.73) 
A 

where mst is the distributed mass of the beam and A the cross-

sectional area. The liquid mas,s of the base plates was also 

calculated in the same way. In the beam element model. liquid mass 

was added to all beam elements ~xcluding the shaker and its support 

plate. This corresponded to the submerged position of the frame 
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where the water surface was just below the top of the legs in order 

not to flood these. 

/ 

The first five natural frequencies were computed for encastre 

supports. Tables 2.9 to 2.14. The fundamental changed least. a 

reduction of 5.1% was calculated. while the other four changed by as much 

as 16% to 20%. 

The differenc~in reduction between the fundamental and the four 

other frequencies can be understood when the mode shapes are 

considered. In the fundamental mode considerable displacements took 

place above the water line (shaker/support). whereas in the four 

other modes displacements took place mainly in parts of the structure 

which wer.e submerged. 

Addition of liquid mass was not expected to produce any new modes 

of vibration. and only small changes in the mode shapes were 

calculated compared with mode shapes in air. Tables 2.9 to 2.13. 

The coordinate of maximum displacement remained the same for all 

modes. except for the fourth mode shape. Here it moved from one 

K-brace (joint 14Y) to the other K-braqe (joint 15Y) in air and 

water respectively. 

In the experiment with the frame in water accelerometers were 

positioned at joints 18 and 23 as in the experiment in air. 

Figure 2.35 shows the response at joint 23Y. The fundamental 

natural frequency was found at 37.9Hz which gave a computational 

error of +3.2%. Table 2.14. 

The second mode was predicted at 54.1Hz. and the recording 

showed two peaks in that region. The first peak appeared at 52.7Hz 



and the other at 58. 4Hz. It was not possible to determine with 

confidence which .peak was associated with the computed second mode. 

However. from recordings at joint 18 and 23. Figures 2.35 and 2.36. 

the peak at 58. 4Hz appeared as the most predominant response and it 

was assumed to be the second mode as predicted by the beam element 

model. giving an error in natural frequency of -7.4%. 

The third and fourth modes were modes with strong vibration of 

the K-braces. This was clear from the two recordings. Figures 2.35 

and 2.36. which showed an increase in vibration amplitude of about an 

order of magnitude between joints 18 and 23. Both frequencies 

compared well with the computed frequencies. with the third natural 

frequency measured at 63.4Hz. and the fourth at 67.4Hz. which gave 

errors of -3.9% and -3.6% relative to the computed natural 

frequencies. 

A significant peak was also found at 72.9Hz. This frequency 

could be claimed to be the fourth mode. However. the error -10.8% 

relative to the computed fourth natural frequency at 65Hz was found to 

be too big considering what was measured and computed for the frame 

in air. 

The fifth natural frequency was measured at 78.3Hz and an 

error of -2.6% calculated. 

A summary containing five computed and seven measured natural 

frequencies was prepared in Table 2.14 together with their 

respective measured dynamic magnification factor Q. 
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2.3.9 Comparison of measured and computed dynamic responses 

The measured and computed natural frequencies are summarised 

in Table 2.15. The fundamental natural frequency was found at 

39.9Hz, which gave errors of 3.3% and -2% for encastre and simple 

base constraints respectively. These errors were reasonable both 

in magnitude and sign because they implied that the correct base 

plate constraint stiffnesses were ,between the two limits used. 

The theoretical frequency response at joint 23Y was computed with 

measured Q-factors for a peak force of 10 N acting at joint 26X 

and plotted on logarithmic scales. Figure 2.37. From the plot the 
, 

response amplitude was roughly 1.09g and .95g for encastre and simple 

supports respectively. The measured response amplitude was 1.88g, 

Figure ?31. Thus the amplitude at the fundamental natural 

frequency was underestimated by 42% and 49.5%. 

The second natural frequency was computed to within -3% and 

-9.3% for encastre and simple supports respectively. The response 

amplitude was sensitive to changes in the base plate constraints and 

it decreased from 1.58g to .5g when the supports were changed from 

encastre to simple. The measured response amplitude was 1.33g at 

69.7Hz. 

Mode three was basically a local mode and it was computed with 
J 

errors in natural frequency of -3.4% and -4.5% for encastre and 

simple supports respectively. The theoretical amplitude increased 

from 0.5g to 1.41g when the base conditions changed from encastre to 

simple. The agreeme~t with the measured amplitude at joint 23Y was 

rather poor, as the frame developed a node close to joint 23. 



From the computed mode shape. Table 2.11. this node was predicted 

between joints 20 and 22. 

The fourth mode was also a local mode and it was virtually 

insensitive to the base conditions. It was computed with errors of 

-1.3% and -1.5% for encastr~ and simple supports. The theoretical 

amplitude increased from .075g to .316g for encastre and simple 

supports respectively. The measured amplitude was found between 

these limits and it was .084g. 

The fifth natural frequency was computed with errors of 3.7% 

and -0.7% for encastre and simple supports. with the magnitude 

increasing from 2.51g to 3.98g. The measured magnitude at the 

natural frequency was 2g and less than the theoretical values. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SELECTION OF FULL SCALE PLATFORM AND COMPUTED RESULTS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The platforms associated with production in offshore gas or oil 

fields are usually fixed platforms of which there are two main types: 

(a) steel platforms fixed to the seabed by piles; 

(b) concrete gravity platforms with large cellular bases 

which are flooded to keep thom in position on the 

seabed. 

The platforms are designed to last the production life of the 

field,which may be as much as thirty years. and any serious struct

ural failure requiring shut-down of a platform would have serious 

economic implications; a catastrophic failure could also cause 

serious pollution. It is essential that methods be devised to 

detect serious structural failure at the earliest possible stage. 

The present investigation is concerned with the detection of such 

failures in members of fixed steel platforms. 

Fixed steel platforms are constructed in two main parts. the 

jacket and the deck structure. The jacket consists of at least 3. 

and sometimes as many as 24. legs connected by horizontal and 

diagonal braces; the legs and bracing members are usually circular 

.tubes. 

In some jackets. the piles are driven through the legs and 
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welded to the top of the jacketJ in others they are. driven through 

guides outside the legs and cut off above the mud line (skirt piles). The 

piles may extend 50 m or more into the seabed to give sufficient 

resistance to the shear force and overturning moment produced by the 

largest expected wave (100 year wave). 



The deck structure is fabricated from tubular members. 

structural I-beams and flat plates; it is lifted into position 

and welded to the piles/jacket once piling is completed. Finally 

prefabricated modules containing machinery and accommodation units 

are installed on the deck structure. 

3.2 DESCRIPTION OF PLATFORM 

Before a particular platform configuration was chosen different 

aspects of jacket type platforms were considered. Platforms with 

three. four,si~ and eight legs with diagonal. K- and/or X- bracing 

all appeared to be in common use in offshore gas and oil fields. 

However. for a limited research project of this nature it was 

necessary to select a reasonably simple structure. and a four-leg 

platform with K-bracing was chosen. 

It was also realised that such a platform could not be designed 

by the author as this was a major task in itself and a number of 

companies and institutions in Norway, which might have a design of a 

suitable structure, were approached. Oet norske Veritas (OnV) made 

available a design of a structure which had been used in checks on 

their computer programmes. 

The platform was a conventional jacket-type structure,Figure 

3.1,with piles through the legs and a 2-level superstructure. It 

was designed for a water depth of 70 m. and a 100 year wave of 24 m 

with a period of 15 secs. The'cross-section of the jacket at mud 

line was 34 x 40 m and the taper angle 7 degrees. 

The tubular legs had outside diameter (0/0) 1.14 m and wall-
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thickness (W.T.) 0.0127 m and the piles were 1.07 m 0/0. The 22 mm 

gap between leg and pile was filled with grout and this was assumed 

to give shear connection for the two to act as a composite beam. 

The jacket had five levels of K-bracing and the cross-sectional 

dimensions of the tubular braces varied from 0.66 x 0.016 m at the 

mud line to 0.46 x .0127 m in the splash-zone. The dimensions of 

the six-hoF~zontal levels of rhombic bracing reduced from 0.38 x 

0.0127 m at the mud line to 0.36 x 0.0127 m above the water line. 

The deck structure was greatly simplified in the computational 

model. It was taken as two decks of equal area 12.2 x 18.3 m. 

spaced apart vertically by 6.1 m and constructed of structural 

I-beams. The four legs were tubular members of 1.067 m % and 

0.044 m W.T. 

Tubular K-braces were used to stiffen the deck structure in 

the vertical plane. and the lower deck was 19.5 m above mean water 

level. 

A table of joint numbers and X-Z-Y coordinates used in the 

computation is given in Table 3.1. The vertical axis of the 

structure was labelled Y and was equi-distant from all four legs. 

The origin was taken at the mean water level: thus the mud line 

was at elevation -70.104 m and the upper deck at elevation +25.527 m. 

There was a total of 88 Joints. 

To model the stiffness of the piles in the seabed the piles 

were assumed to be discontinued at elevation -77.1 m and replaced 

by a set of stiffness coefficients which were calculated by DnV and 

are given in Table 3.2. The angles 81 , 82 and 83 rotate the axis 

system of the support joints to agree with the pile/leg axis system. 
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Thus KFX was the axial stiffness of the piles and KFY and KFZ 

the lateral stiffness. The rotational stiffness was denoted by 

KMY and KMZ. The piles were assumed to have no torsional stiffness. 

hence KMX = 0 

The structure had 208 members; these are listed in Table 3.3 

and the cross-sectional properties are given in Table 3.4. For 

the purpose of a normal mode analysis the self-weight of the 

members with added liquid mass of water where applicable were 

worked out by DnV and lumped to the corner joints on seven levels, 

Figure 3.1A. 

This was a great simplification of the actual mass distrib-

ution. but was considered sufficient to compute the fundamental 

modes with good accuracy. Higher global modes. however. cannot be 

computed with the same accuracy from this model. but as the object 

of the computation was tostudy changes in frequencies associated 

with changes in stiffness rather than absolute values of freq-

uencies. this model was considered adequate. The lumped masses 

with their respective joints are given in Table 3.5. All of these 

masses were given dynamic degrees of freedom in the X and Z directions • 

. 3 ~ 3· . COMPUTED RESULTS 

Natural frequencies and mode shapes were computed for the 

complete jacket structure. and then with a single diagonal in one 

K-panel removed. This brace was then replaced and the computation 

repeated with another brace removed: five were removed from each 

of two perpendicular faces of the jacKet. The members removed are 

shown in Figure 3.1A . 
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Nine normal modes were computed: three sway modes in the XV 

and ZY planes and three torsion modes. The computed natural 

frequencies for the undamaged structure and with the ten members 

removed in turn are given in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. The percentage 

reductions in frequency associated with the removal of each member 

are also shown. 

The computed mode shapes are contained in Tables 3.8 to 3.16 

which give the normalised X and Z displacement of each of the joints 

to which masses were lumped. 

3.4 DISCUSSION 

The mode shapes of a space frame such as an offshore platform 

are complex. However, a simplified picture can be obtained if the 

displacements of an imaginary vertical centre line of the structure 

(the y-axis in Figure 3.1) are plotted for the XY and ZY planes 

s~parately.. Figure 3.2 shows the mode shapes of the undamaged 

platform for the first three sway modes in the ZY plane plotted 

from the computed mode shapes given in Tables 3.8, 3.12 and 3.15. 

The associated natural frequencies were 0.4, 1.385 and 3.015 Hz 

in the ratios 1 : 3.46 : 7..54. 

In the fundamental mode the lateral normalised displacements 

of the jacket increased nearly linearly between level -51.8 m and 

level +6.1 m just above the waterline. There was then a sharp in

crease between elevations +6.1 m and +19.4 m due to the absence of 

K-bracing between the top of the jacket (el. +6.1 m) and the lower 

deck (el. +19.4 m); this is a common feature of offshore platforms 

in which jacket and deck structure are mated offshore. 
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In the second mode the lateral displacement remained almost 

constant from the -51.8 m level to sea level. Between sea level 

and the lower deck the displacements were in antiphase with 

considerable relative magnitude. 

In the third mode. the displacements between the -51.8 m level 

and the lower deck level followed an approximate sine wave with 

node~lose to elevations -35 m ~nd +19.4 m. The normalised 

displacements of the decks in the second and third modes were small 

compared to those in the fundamental mode. 

The first three torsion modes were also obtained from the 

computed modal displacements in Tables 3.10. 3.13 and 3.16 by 

plotting the normalised rotation at each level. Figure 

3.3 shows that these mode shapes are very similar to the sway mode 

shapes. This is not surprising since in a largely shear structure 

such as this a torsion mode can be regarded as approximately a 

combination of two sway modes with upposite sides of the jacket 

moving in antiphase. The torsion frequencies were 0.579, 1.466 

and 3.681 Hz for the fundamental. second and third modes respect

ively in the ratios 1 -: 2.53 : 6.36 

The frequency tables computed for the damaged platform showed 

some interesting results) firstly in magnitude of the frequency 

changes and secondly in their distribution. Table 3.6 shows a 

reduction of almost 32% in the frequency of the second sway mode 

in the YZ plane when a K-brace between the mud line elevation -70.1 m 

and elevation -6~.8 m (member 85) was removed. Removal of the same 

brace also reduced the fundamental sway frequency by 2.8% and the 
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third by 7.7%. The sway frequencies in the perpendicular XV plane 

were virtually unchanged. as member 85 does not contribute signif

icantly to the 'sway stiffnes in that plane. The sensitivity of all 

three torsion modes to removal of the member was small compared 

with that of the second sway mode. and the changes in torsion 

frequencies lay between the changes in sway frequencies in the two 

principal directions. 

Table 3.6 also shows that removal of member 101 between elevat

ion -19.8 m and -35. m has a maximum effect on the third Z sway 

mode,reducing its frequency by about 26.0% compared with 2.3% in 

the fundamental mode and 3.6% in the second. There were negligible 

frequency changes in the other principal direction. The biggest 

change in torsion frequencies was 2.2% in the third mode. 

When member 117 in the splash-zone (el. +6.1 m. -6.1 m) was 

removed there was a drop of 8.0% in the fundamental frequency. 4.7'% 

in the second. and 0.6% in the third. The trend in the torsion 

modes was similar with changes of 6.2% in the fundamental. 0.45% in 

the second. and 0.19% in the third. 

Thus the frequency Table 3.6 shows that significant reductions 

in the natural frequencies occur when a K-brace is made inactive. 

and the pattern of changes gives an indication of the location of 

an inactive member. 

Table 3.7 was compiled for 5 members removed in turn from the 

wider face of the structure.' It shows a patten of frequency changes 

similar to those of Table 3.6 but the percent changes were generally 

smaller. An extract from Tables 3.6 and 3.7 of maximum percent 
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changes is given below. 

% REDUCTION I I % REDUCTION 
MODE MEMBER SWAY Z MEMBER SWAY X 

1 117 8.0 114 8.5 

3 109 20.1 106 16.1 

3 101 25.6 98 23.0 

3 93 19.7 90 18.8 

2 85 31.8 82 25.2 

The large changes in the second and third sway frequencies 

were not fully understood at this stage of the investigation. 

There was also some doubt about the beam element model which was 

a considerable simplification of the actual structure with only 

horizontal, translational dynamic degrees of freedom of the corner 

joints. It was decided that the next stage of the investigation 

would be the design and construction of a model platform for 

computati'onal and experimental verification of the frequency tables. 



CHAPTER 4 

MODEL PLATFORM DESIGN AND COMPUTED RESULTS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The normal mode calculations for the full scale platform were 

sufficiently encouraging to justify further work on a structure 

which might be constructed in the laboratory. The object of work 

in this chapter was thus: 

(al to design a scaled down model having dynamic 

properties similar to those of the full scale 

structure; 

(bl to compute global and local normal modes up to the 

third torsion mode; 

(c) to compute normal modes with a number of structural 

changes; 

(d) to assess whether the frequency shifts were suff

icient to warrant the construction ana testing of a 

model platform. 
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4.2 DESIGN OF MODEL PLATFORM 

The first constraint put on the model platform design was space 

available in the laboratory. Firstly. the height was limited to 

about 5 m to allow the structure to be erected and to allow enough 
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work space between the ceiling and the platform deck. Secondly. existing 

anchor pads were to be used to bolt the structure to the concrete 

floor.- These were at 1.07 m spacing and the base dimensions of the 

structure were to be confined to two pitch lengths (2.14 m x 2.14 m). 

Thirdly. consideration had to be given to the dynamic response of 

the electromagnetic shaker system available for testing the struct-

ure. It had a poor force/frequency response at low frequencies and 

thus the fundamental frequency of the structure had to be high 

enough to allow constant force input testing .to be carried out from 

the fundamental frequency to the third torsion frequency. To 

achieve this the platform structure had to be designed such that its 

fundamental frequency was in the range 10 Hz to 15 Hz. 

If the geometry of a structure is scaled exactly the natural 

frequencies will scale in proportion to the linear scaling factor. 

The full scale platform was about 100 m high including the deck 

sections. and thus. to give a model about 5 m high. 20 was used 

as the scaling factor. 

This factor was used for all the basic member lengths in the 

jacket and if it had also been used for the cross-section dimensions 

of all members. and for all deck details. the fundamental sway freq

uency of the model would have been 

20 x 0.4 = 8 Hz ••••••••••••••••• (4.1) 

However. this was not possible because of limitations in the 

available steel sections. 



To estimate the fundamental sway frequency of a model made 

from the available steel. the model was considered as a single 

degree of freedom system with the mass concentrated at the deck. 

Thus the frequency was given by 

f ................ (4.2) 

whe~ k was the stiffness. and m the mass at the deck level. The 

mass was taken to be 250 kg which was(1/2Q30f the deck mass of the 

full scale structure. The stiffness k was scaled from the full 

size structure by two approximate methods in which the structure 

was considered as 

(a) a cantilever fixed at its lower end; 

(b) pin-jointed 

(a) Cantilever Estimate 

k. = W 
6 

= 3EI 
I} 

....................... (4.3) 

where 0 is the displacement at the deck caused by load W. and the 

second moment of area I was obtained from 

I = ..••..............•....•...• (4.4) 

d(O) 

~a[AJ 
d (0) 

~ 

Leg (Typical) 
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Thus the ratio of stiffness of model (k) and full scale structure 

(K) was given by 

k = ad2 (~) 3 ................... (4.5) 
K A02 

with L/.t = Old = 20, and Ala = 163 (available steel), 

equation (4.5) gives 

k = 0.123K ........•.......•...... (4.6) 

The stiffness of thBfull scale structure at deck level was 

17500 KN/m and thus with equation (4.2) 

f = 

lb) Pin-jointed 

1 
211 v 0.123 x 1.75 E7 

250 
= 1 4. 8 Hz •••• (4. 7) 

If the two structures are considered as pin-jointed the 

distribution of forces will be the same in both of them if the 

ratio LIEA is the same for all members. The value of L/L was 
l/Ea 

constant" but. with the steel available for the model Ala varied 

from about 163 in the main legs to less than 140 in some of the 

bracing members. If an average value of 150 is assumed the ratio 

of e:tiffness is 

k 
K = = 

20 
150 

= 0.133 ••••• (4.8) 

which compares well with the cantilever estimate • 
. , 

These approximate calcuations did not take into account 

scaling of the unbraced section of the platform between jacket and 

deck. More detailed calcuations which did take it into account did 

not indicate large differences from the stiffness ratios already 
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calculated. The estimate of natural frequency from Equation (4.7) 

is within the desired range 10 to 15 Hz, but the fundamental 

frequency of the model could be adjusted by changing the deck mass 

and/or the support stiffness. The ratio of natural frequencies 

could also be adjusted to some extent by such mass change if this 

was found to be necessary. 

'he jacket design was based on these relatively simple cal

clulations, and a drawing of the jacket is shown in Figure 4.1. 

All the members were of square cross section tube rather than 

circular as this greatly simplified fitting of the joints. A 

square cross section tube has the same I value about any axis 

through its centroid so it was unlikely that the use of square 

tube would lead to any significant difference in dynamic response. 

The legs were 63.5 x 63.5 x 4 mm and all bracing members were 

25.4 x 25.4 x 3.2 mm section except those near the top of the 

structur~ deck marked A in Figure 4.1 which were from 

19 x 19 x 2. mm section. All joints were welded to an acceptable 

standard and the dimensions of the finished jacket were checked 

and found to agree well with design dimensions. The final overall 

dimensions were 1.8 x 1.5 m at the base, 0.9 x 0.5 m at the top. 

and the height without decks and base plates was 4.476 m. 

A base plate shown in Figure 4.2 was designed to anchor the 

structure to the floor and at the sam8 time to give some flexibility 

in the vertical direction. Vertical deflection was made possible 

by spacer washers fitted between the plates and the floor at each 

bolt location. The lay-out of the four base plates on the floor 

is shown in Figure 4.3. 
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The deck structure shown in Figure 4.2 was fabricated from 

63.5 x 63.5 x 4 mm square hollow section and consisted of two main 

frames of dimension 1.8 x 1 m spaced by 0.31 m. The vertical 

bracing was also square hollow section 25.4 x 25.4 x 3.2 mm. 

Fixing pads were welded to the lower deck frame in three different 

positions to accept shaker assemblies. The mass of the deck struct-

urewith two shaker assemblies was approximately 260 kg and it was , 

welded to the top of the jacket legs as shown in Figure 4.3. The 

total mass of the model was 500 kg and the total height 4.9 m. 
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4.3 BEAM ELEMENT MODEL 

An isometric drawing of the structure is given in Figure 4.4. 

It shows the numbering of the jacket joints and of the leg joints 

at the decks. The joint coordinates for jacket and decks are 

listed in Table 4.1, the Y coordinates being measured from the 

waterline. Numbers 1 to 4 were given to the four support joints, 

and numbers 5 to 52 to real joints of the jacket; no intermediate 

(imaginary) joints were created as the number of real joints was 

considered sufficient to describe the required number of higher 

global modes and local modes involving groups of members. Joint 

numbers 53 to 103 were used for deck coordinates and four of these 

51 joints (67, 68, 71, 72) were at the interface with the jacket. 

Two joints (82 and 90) were located between the decks at the cen-

troids of the two shaker masses. The remaining 45 joints were 

used to describe the geometry of the decks. 

Member incidences are given in Table 4.2, and a member is 

defined by the numbersof its two end joints. Member numbers 1 to 

28 were allocated to the legs. 29 to 14'0 to the jacket braces. and 

141 to 244 to deck members. The length of each member is also 

indicated. 

Member properties and material constants are listed in Table 

4.3 and estimated values of force and moment coefficients for the 

support plates are given in Table 4.4. These were estimated by 

assuming the support plate to be a simple cantilever. Thus 

KFY '" W = 3EI .•..... · .......... (4.9) 

I ~} 
and 



KMZ = M 

8 
= EI 

T 
.•....•....... (4.10) 

where .t was the distance between the floor fixing bolt nearest to 

the jacket leg. and the centre line of the jacket leg. The I value 

was calculated from the cross-sectional dimensions without deduction 

for holes. Thus the estimate of KFY was 
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KFY = 3 x 2.1 E11 x 0.48 x 0.02453 

0~1523 x 12 
117.6 E6 (N/M) •• (4.11) 

and similarly 

KMZ = 2.1 E11 x 0.48 x 0.02543 

0.152 x 12 
905.6 E3' (Nm/rad) .• (4.12) 

As the direction of KMZ thus calculated was not parallel with a glo-

bal axis it was necessary to calculate an angle of rotation for 

each support joint. The definitions of support joint angles 81 , 82 

and 83 were given in Chapter 3. Figure 3.1B. 

The model structure (jacket and decKs) consisted of 103 joints 

which wer~ equivalent to 618 dynamic degrees of freedom. A problem 

of this size could not be run without major interuption of normal 

services to other computer users and a considerable reduction in 

dynamic degrees of freedom was necessary. 

The first class of inertia forces considered to be of secondary 

importance were those associated with rotation of joints. and,through 

static condensation, all rotational dynamic degrees of freedom were 

eliminated. 

It was also decided that no translational inertia need be 

allocated to the four support joints. A listing of dynamic degrees 

of freedom and the method of mass condensation (lumping) used is 

given in Table 4.5. All the joints of the jacket were given h/o 



horizontal (X and Z) dynamic degrees of freedom and the leg jOints, 

including the four which interface with the deck. were also given a 

vertical (Y) dynamic degree of freedom. The vertical inertia 

associated with all brace joints such as 9 to 12 in Table 4.5 were 

not considered large enough to retain. It was not likely that 

inter§sting local modes would be lost as a result of this decision. 

The jacket was thus modelled by 124 dynamic degrees of freedom as 

compared to 288 (joints 5 to 52) without reduction. Consistent 

mass condensation (lumping) was used at all joints of the jacket. 

A substantial reduction in degrees of freedom was also applied 

to the two decks. Figure 4.5 shows those joints which were comp

letely eliminated. those which had only horizontal degrees of 

freedom. and those for which three translational degrees of freedom 

were retained. The final number of dynamic degrees of freedom for 

the whole structure was 215. 

Lumped (concentrated) mass condensation (lumping) was used at 

all joints of the decks. and the mass of eliminated joints was 

distributed to nearby joints. As an example,the mass of joint 57 

was divided into three equal parts and added to joints 59. 67 and 

69. Figure 4.5 shows that no vertical dynamic degrees of freedom 

were retained for the top deck. and the vertical inertias of this 

deck were therefore added to the joints of the lower deck. As an 

example,the inertia of joint 7.4 was added to the vertical inertia 

of joint 54. 

The shaker assembly was modelled as two concentrated masses 

linked by a massless beam element as explained in Chapter 2. 
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Section 2.5 •. Two.shaker assemblies were used, and Figure 4.5 

indicates that these were attached to joints 69 and 70 on the 

lower deck. Joints 82 and 90 were introduced to carry the mass 

of the shakers, and these joints were located at 0.171 m above the 

lower deck. 
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4.4 COMPUTED RESULTS 

Natural frequencies and mode shapes were computed for the com

plete model platform and then with a single diagonal member in one 

panel removed. The member was then replaced and the computation 

repeated with another member removed. In all, seven members were 

removed; five from one of the faces parallel to the Z axis, one 

from a face parallel to the X axis, and one horizontal brace at 

level 5. The members removed are shown in Figure 4.4. 

Twenty normal modes were computed; three sway modes in the XY 

and ZY planes, three torsion modes, one vertical mode, four 

modes characterised by different deck movements and six local modes. 

The computed natural frequencies for the undamaged structure and 

with seven members removed and replaced in turn are given in Tables 

4.6 to 4.9. Table 4.6 lists results for the first six sway modes 

and first three torsion modes with the five members in a face 

parallel to the Z axis removed and replaced in turn. Results for 

the eleven remaining modes are given in Table 4.7. Tables 4.8 and 

4.9 give the corresponding results for members 135 and 118. 

The computed mode shapes for the undamaged structure are con

tained in Tables 4.10 to 4.18 for the fir~t six sway "modes and the 

first three torsion modes. Only the displacements at the main leg 

joints of each level are given and these were normalised by dividing 

by the maximum X, Y or Z displacement of that mode. The joints at which 

this maximum displacement occurred are indicated and often did not occur 

at cornet joints. The six local mode shapes are contained in Tables 
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4.19 to 4.24, and the remaining five mode shapes in Tables 4.25 to 

4.29. 

Only reduced sets of mode shapes were tabulated for the 

simulated damage conditions. For the removal of five members in 

a face parallel to the global Z axis only the first three sway modes 

in the Z direction were tabulated, and for member 135 removed only 

the fIrst three sway modes in the X direction. A summary of these 

tabulated results is given below 

MEMBER NO. MODE TABLE NO. 
REMOVED IDENTIFICATION 

84 Z,1 ; Z,2; Z,3 4.30 to 4.32 

92 Z,1 ; Z,2; Z,3 4.33 to 4.35 

100 Z,1 ; Z,2; Z,3 4.36 to 4.38 

104 Z,1 ; Z,2, Z,3 4.39 to 4.41 

102 Z,1 ; Z,2; Z,3 4.-42 to 4.44 

135 X,1 ; X,2; X,3 4~45 to 4.47 

No modes were tabulated for member 118 removed because the 

computed frequency changes were too small to be of any significance. 

The sensitivity of the natural frequencies to increases in 

deck mass was also studied and Table 4.48 lists the natural freq-

uencies for the first six sway modes and first three" torsion modes 

with increases in deck mass of 5% and 100%. The frequencies for 

the other eleven modes are given in Table 4.49. Important mode 

shapes were tabulated for the two deck load conditions and they 

are listed belo\>J with the relevant table number. 
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DECK MASS MODE TABLE NO. 
INCREASED BY IDENTIFICATION 

5% (12.8 kg) Sway Z,1 4.50 

5% Sway X,1 4.51 

100% (256 kg) Sway Z,1 : X,1 4.52, 4.53 

100% Torsion 1 4.54 

1UQ% Sway Z,2: X,2 4.55, 4.56 

100% Torsion 2 4.57 

100% Sway Z,3: X,3 4.58, 4.59 

100% *Torsion 3 4.60 

* Very distorted, may not be a proper torsion mode 

Finally, the effect on the natural frequencies of two support 

changes were computed, and the results for rigid supports and a 

10% reduction in the vertical support stiffness are listed in Table 

4.61 for the first six sway and three torsion modes. Natural freq-

uencies for the eleven remaining modes are given in Table 4.62. 

Mode shapes were not tabulated for either of these changes. 



4.5 DISCUSSION OF COMPUTED NORMAL MODES 

The beam element model of the scaled down structure was more 

detailed than that of the full scale structure and this gave rise 

to a number of modes not obtained in the full scale computation, 

Eleven additional modes were found between the first fundamental 

sway mode and third torsion mode 'to give a total of twenty modes. 

All the mode shapes were tabulated in a way which emphasised im

portant characteristics, and only a reduced set of joints and their 

normalised X, V and Z modal displacements were listed. 

4.5.1 Sway Modes 

Tab.1e 4.10 was compiled from the first computed normal mode 

at 15.07Hz and included the normalised X. Y and Z modal displacements 

of the legs from level 2 to level 7. The displacements of level 8 

and 9 were obtained from the deck legs which were extensions of 

the jacket legs. No vertical (V) displacements were available 

for level 9 as these degrees of freedom were not included in the 

dynamic model. From the displacements the mode was interpreted 

as the fundamental sway mode in the Z-direction with the maximum 

displacement at joints 73 and 74 of level 9. From the Z displace

ments it was clear that the mode shape also contained some rotation, 

but that the major movement was horizontal translation in the Z

direction. The rotation was ca'used by the mass asymmetry of the 

lower deck with one shaker offset along the X-axis. The mean dis

placements were also normalised by taking the maximum value as unity. 
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The other five sway modes were tabulated in the same way and 

Table 4.11 contains the fundamental sway mode in the X-direction. 

The frequency was 16.46 Hz and the mode shape was symmetric about 

the XY plane. The mean mode shapes of the fundamental modes of the 

model platform and the full scale platform were not significantly 

different; both structures showed a considerable increase in dis

placement between level 7 and level 8 because of the lack of shear 

bracing between these levels. The ratios of the fundamental freq

uencies of the two platforms (model/full scale) were 37.7 and 38.6 

in the Z- and X-directions respectively. These were about 1.8% 

and 11.2% higher than estimates based on Equation (4.7). 

The second normal mode in the Z-direction was at 62.59 Hz 

(Table 4.13) and the frequency ratio of model/full scale platform 

was 45.2. or 20% higher than the fundamental ratio. The maximum 

displacement occurred at level 5 and the mode shape contained some 

rotation. The deck structure and jacket were 180 degrees out of 

phase and the node plane was between levels 7 and 8. 

The second normal mode in the X-direction was at 64.48 Hz 

(Table 4.14) and the frequency ratio model/full scale was 47. or 

22% higher than the fundamental ratio. The maximum displacement 

occurred at level 6 and the mode shape was symmetric about the XY 

plane with the node plane again between levels 7 and 8. It was 

noticed here that the order of the second modes of the model plat

form was reversed from that of the full scale platform (Table 3.6) 

The third sway mode in the Z-direction occurred at 136.02 Hz 

(Table 4.16) and the model/full scale frequency ratio of 45 was 
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similar to that of the second modes. The maximum displacement was at 

level 7, and the mode was not symmetric aBout the 2Y plane. There were 

two 180 degree phase changes, between levels 4 and 5 and levels 8 and 

9. Finally, the third sway mode in the X-direction was at 143.89 Hz 

(Table 4.17), and the frequency ratio of model/full scale was 46 and 

again similar to the other second and third modes. Maximum displacement 

occurred at level 7 and the mode was symmetric about the XY plane. The 

two node planes were between levels 4 and 5 and levels 7 and 8. In both 

third modes the upper node plane was very close to level 8, above it for 

the mode in Z-direction (Table 4.16) and below it for the mode in the 

X-direction (Table 4.17). 

The frequency ratios for the second and third sway modes were all 

about 20% higher than the ratios for the fundamental frequencies/probably 

due mainly to the rigid lateral supports used in the model platform. 

Differences in mass distribution between model and full scale may be a 

further reason. 

The normalised mean mode shapes for the three sway modes in the Z

direction were plotted and given in Figure 4.6. A comparison with the 

mode shapes for the full scale structure plotted in Figure 3.2 revealed 

no important difference between the first and second mode shapes. In 

the third mode the model structure exhibited considerably more displace

ment at level 9. 

4.5.2 Torsion Modes 

The first torsion mode shape is contained in Table 4.12 and the lay

out of the table was similar to the table of sway modes except for the 

calculation of the mean mode shape. The angle of rotation at each level 

was calculated from the reldtive displacement of opposite faces and 
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normalised to give the results shown in the second last column of 

Table 4.12. From this a normalised mean rotation was calculated 

and is listed in the last column of Table 4.12. 

The natural frequency of the first torsion mode was 19.45 Hz 

and the frequency ratio of model/full scale platform was 33.6 or 

about 11% less than the ratios for the two fundamental sway freq

uencies. It can be seen from the second last column that the 

rotation calculated from X and Z displacements were within about 

5% of the mean values. The offset of the centre of twist along 

the xaxis. apparent from the tabulated displacements.is due to 

the mass of the offset shaker assembly. The rotation increased 

significantly between levels 7 and 8. This was also found for the 

full scale platform and the fundamental sway modes. and was caused 

by the lack of shear bracing in this section of the structures. 

The second torsion mode was at 81.44 Hz (Table 4.15), 

the frequency ratio model/full scale was 55.6. or about 50% higher 

than the ratio for the fundamental sway frequencies. and the node 

plane was below but close to level 8. Difference in mass dis

tribution of the decks in model and full scale1which had all masses 

lumped to leg joints. may account for the increased frequency ratio 

model/full· scale in this mode. 

The third torsion mode occurred at 169.1 Hz (Table 4.18) and 

the model/full scale frequency ratio of 46 was 22% higher than the 

ratio for the fundamental sway frequency. The nodal planes for X 

and Z displacements occurred at different levels. but the mean 

rotation showed nodal planes between levels 4 and 5 and levels 7 

and 8. and the mode was classed as the third torsion mode. 
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4.5.3 Other Global Modes 

Another five global modes were found in the frequency range of 

interest. These modes did not exhibit useful sensitivity to the kind of 

structural damage simulated in this work, but as some of them can be con

fused with the second and third mode groups it was considered necessary 

that they~e studied. The first of the five modes was found at 84.18Hz 
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and the mode shape is contained in Table 4.25. The layout of the table is 

similar to that used for the sway modes except for the addition of four 

corner joints from the lower deck (Figure 4.5). The vertical displacement of 

these four joints was important in identifying the five mode shapes. From 

Table 4.25 it was found that the mode exhibited a strong content of vertical 

displacement as well as some displacement in the global X-direction, but 

negligible displacement in the Z-direction. The pattern of vertical dis

placement suggested the mode to be the fundamental vertical mode with rotation 

of each level about the global z-axis due to the mass asymmetry on the lower. 

deck. This also gave rise to the X-displacements. The mode shape in Table 

4.25 showed that for the X-displacements there were three horizontal node 

planes - between levels 6 and 7. 7 and 8 and 8 and 9. and if horizontal dis

placements only were measured the mode might be mistaken as a higher ~-mode. 

The next global mode was found at 90.60 Hz and the ,mode shape is 

given in Table 4.26. It is also characterised by rotation of the deck 

structure about an axis parallel to the global Z-axis together with vertical 

displacements at each level. The axis of rotation was between the two 

shakers but was closest to the offset one. The vertical mode (Table 4.25) 

exhibited similar rotation of the decks. but the axis of rotation was on 

the opposite side of the global ZY plane and both shakers were moving in 

phase. The X di~placements of the mode at 90.6 Hz were similar to those of 



the vertical mode and from measurement of X and Z displacements at 

locations at levels 3, 7 and 9 the two modes would appear very 

similar. However, they could be distinguished by measurement of 

vertical displacements of one of the two decks. Thus the mode at 

90.60 Hz (Table 4.26) is referred to as a "deck pitch" mode, 

because rotation of the deck occurs about an axis parallel to the 

global Z-axis (the shorter side of the deck) and the position of 

this axis of rotation is between the two shaker masses. 

The third of the additional global modes was found at 101.35 Hz, 

and the mode shape is given in Table 4.27. There were considerable 

displacements in the Z-direction and three node planes were found; 

between levels 4 and 5, 7 and 8 and 8 and 9. The calculated mean 

vertical displacements were small and not useful for interpretation 

of the mode shape. However, from the vertical displacements it was 

clear that legs on opposite sides of the global XY -plane were moving 

in antiphase and that the decks were rotating about an axis parallel 

to the global X -axis. This was parallel with the longer side of 

the deck and the mode was thus named a "deck roll" mode. It was 

clear that identification of this mode shape would also require 

measurement of vertical displacements at one of the decks. The 

mode might be confused with a second sway mode if horizontal 

measurements only were made at levels 3, 7 and 9. 

Another mode was found at 127.44 Hz and Table 4.28 gives the 

mode shape. It was also identified by the vertical movement of 

the legs and corner joints of the decks. Diagonally opposite legs 

moved in phase resulting in a twist movement of the decks, and 

the mode was named a "deck twist" mode. The pattern of mean 
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displacements in the Z-direction were similar to that of a third 

sway mode. 

The last of the five additional modes occured at 159.73 Hz 

and the mode shape is given in Table 4.29. The mode was again 

characterised by the movement of the decks and,from the vertical 

displacements of level 8, the deck was found to bend about an axis 

parallel, to the global Z-axis •. The mode was therefore named 

"deck bending" and the maximum displacement was at the centre 

shaker (joint 90) which moved in anti-phase with the vertical 

displacements of the decks. The horizontal displacements in the 

X and Z directions were small compared to the vertical displace-

ments of the decks but the mean X displacements showed a node plane 

between levels 4 and 5. and between levels 8 and 9. The mode might 

therefore be mistaken for a third sway mode in the X-direction if 

horizontal measurements only were made • 

. 
4.5.4 Ovalising Modes 

The fourteen modes so far discussed were global modes and the 

remaining six were local modes which mainly involved a small group 

of members. These modes resulted from horizontal vibration of 

level 2 to 7 and the mode shape at each level is plotted in Figure 

4.7. The mode was termed an "ovalising" mode because parallel 

sides of the level were moving in anti-phase to create an impress-

ion of alternating expansion aPod contraction. There was no lateral 

displacement of the corner joints. but some rotation about the 

global Y axis. The first ova'lising mode occurred at 39.60 Hz and 



the mode shape can be deduced from Table 4.19 which shows levels 

3 to 7 to have a shape similar to that at level 2 but with red

ucing amplitude. 

In the second ovalising mode at 46.39 Hz the maximum dis

placement occurred at level 3 and levels 4 to 7 moved in phase 

with level 3 (Table 4.20). Level 2 t however. moved in anti-phase. 

thus there was an imaginary node plane between levels 2 and 3. 

Table 4.21 gives the mode shape for the third ovalising .mode 

at 57.99 Hz. The maximum displacements were now at level 4 with 

the node plane between levels 3 and 4. In the three remaining 

ovalising modes at 79.15 Hz (Table 4.22). 101.75 Hz (Table 4.23) 

and 155.47 Hz (Table 4.24) the maximum displacements occurred at 

levels 5. 6 and 7 respectively. with a phase change below these 

levels. 
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4.6.1 

4.6 DISCUSSION OF NORMAL MODE SENSITIVITY 

TO MEMBER SEVERANCE 

Sway and Torsion Modes 

The effect on natural frequencies of removing five members 

in turn from one face of the structure (Figure 4.4) can be seen 

from Table 4.6 and 4.7. The six sway and three torsion frequen

cies are given in Table 4.6 and the frequencies for the other 

eleven ~m(Jdes are listed in Table 4.7. The .. percentage changes from 

the frequencies of the undamaged structure are also included in 

the Tables. For all the main sway or torsion modes the natural 

frequencies were either reduced or remained unchanged. The largest 

reduction was 29.6% for the sway mode Z.2 when member 84 ( in the 

lowest panel between levels 2 and 3) was removed. Apart from a 

drop of 8.7% in the second torsion frequency all the other red

uctions were less than 3%. Frequency changes less than 1% are 

regarded as insignificant for the present purpose and are marked 

N.C. (no ,change) in the Tables. 

Three Tables of mode shapes were also compiled for member 84 

removed and Table 4.30 contains the joint displacements for the 

fundamental sway Z.1 mode. The layout is the same as that used 

previously for sway modes but there is an additional column giving 

percentage differences beh.leen the mean displacement-at each level 

for the damaged and undamaged structure. The mean mode shape of 

the damaged structure (Table 4.30) was normalised such that this 

mean displacement of level 7 was the same for both undamaged and 

damaged mode shapes. Level 7 was chosen because it was close to 

an antinode of the important higher modes. From Table 4.30 it 
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was clear that the maximum distortion of the mode shape occurred 

at level 3. An increase of 67% in normalised displacement was 

calculated for this level. and for level 2 an increase of 39%. 

These figures suggest that the location of a failed member could 

be detected from mode shape measurements. However. this is unlikely 

to be practicable because of the large number of underwater trans

ducers that would be required tv monitor the mode shape in suff

icient detail. 

The second sway mode in the Z-direction with member 84 removed 

is given in Table 4.31. The maximum distortion was 139% at level 3 

with 126% at level 9. and this did not seem unreasonable for a 

frequency reduction of 29.6%. Table 4.32 shows the third sway mode 

in the Z-direction. The largest distortion was 41% at level 8 with 

-32% at level 2. These distortions were higher than anticipated 

for a natural frequency reduction of only 1.9% 

Acc~leration receptances were computed and plotted with and 

without member 84 removed and Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the re-· 

ceptances at joints 49Z and 52Z. both at level 7 (Figure 4.4). 

The excitation was applied at the offset shaker position. joint 

82Z. From these receptance plots the change in the second mode 

at 62.59 Hz before to 44.09 Hz after member 84 was removed is clear. 

It can also be seen from Figure 4.8 that the response magnitude at 

jo~nt 49Z of the second torison mode dropped by more than one order 

of magnitude. Receptances were also plotted for the response at 

joints 49X and SOX. both at level 7 (Figure 4.4). for excitation 

. at joint 82X and these plots are given in Figure 4.10 and 4.11. 
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Both plots are identical and they show a small change «+1%) in 

the third sway mode at 143.9 Hz (Table 4.6). 

Removal of member 104. a K-brace between levels 5 and 6. 

produced the next largest frequency reduction; 24.1% in the third 

sway mode. There was also a reduction of 8.1% in the third torsion 

frequency but the changes in the other frequencies were again less 

than 3%. The fundamental sway mode shape with member 104 removed 

is given in Table 4.39; at level 2 the normalised displacement 

dropped by 8.3% and at levels 3 and 4 it decreased by 10%. The 

shape of the sway mode Z.2. contained in Table 4.40. shows the 

maximum reduction in normalised mean displacement to be 11% at 

levels 4 and 5. The corresponding reduction in natural frequency 

was less than 1% (Table 4.6). In the' third Z-direction sway mode 

(Table 4.41) the nodes of the mean mode shape moved from below to 

above level 5 (-232%) and from above to below level 8 (-220%) for a 

change of.24.1% in natural frequency. 

The largest reduction in a fundamental sway frequency occurred 

when member 102 was removed. This was a K-brace between levels 6 

and 7 f and it contributed mainly to stiffness in the global ZY plane. 

The reduction was 9.6% compared with less than 3.4% in the other 

eight natural frequencies listed in Table 4.6. The fundamental 

sway mode shape in Table 4.42 showed reductions of about 20% in the 

mean normalised displacementsbelow level 7. The second sway mode 

shape in Table 4.43 showed generally larger displacements than the 

undamaged mode shape. with the exception of level 9 (-21%). The 

frequency reduction was 3.4%. The third sway mode shape is con

tained in Table 4.44. All levels showed a reduction in the mean 
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normalised displacements and the maximum reduction , 56% I occurred 

at level 8. The corresponding frequency reduct inn was less than 1%. 

Removal of members 92 and 100 produced similar effects to 

those already discussed; the largest frequency reductions were 

15.1% in the mode Z,2 for member 92,and 20.6% in mode Z,3 for member 

100. The sway modes for member 92 are given in Tables 4.33 to 4.35, 

and for member 100 in Tables 4.36 to 4.38. 

The sixth K-brace removed was member 135 between levels 5 and 

6 and it contributed to structural stiffness in the global XV-plane 

(Figure 4.4). The effect of removing this member was similar to 

removing member 104 but the reductions occurred in the X mode freq-

uencies. There was a 20.9% reduction in the third sway frequency 

X,3 but only small changes in the other frequencies (Table 4.8). 

The distortion of the fundamental (Table 4.45) and second (Table 

4.46) sway modes was small. The third sway mode shape (Table 4.47) 

showed a node movement from below to above level 5 (-443%), and a 

considerable relative increase of the displacement at level 8 

(336%) • 

Finally, the effect of the removal of member 118 on the nine 

global modes was found to be negligible (Table 4.8). The member is 

part of the horizontal rhombic bracing at level 5 and would not 

be expected to contribute significantly to the global modes. 

4.6.2 Ovalising and Other Glooal Modes 

The frequency tables for the six ovalising and the remaining 

five global modes are given in Tables 4.7 and 4.9. The five global 

modes did not exhibit usefu 1 sensitivity to removal of any of the 



six shear braces and the largest frequency reduction was 5.7% in 

the "deck roll" mode when member 102 "Jas removed. 

The overall effect on the ovalising modes was even less and 

what changes did occur were increases in natural frequency indicat

ing that the member removed contributed to the mode by its mass more 

than by its stiffness. The effect on the fourth ovalising mode 

with member 118 removed was small considering that this member was 

part of the rhombic bracing of level 5. and it is conceivable that 

the change in mass and stiffness 9re comparable. 

4.6.3 Deck Load Changes 

There may be several changes in the deck load of an offshore 

platform during its operational life and,to obtain some information 

on the sensitivity of normal modes to deck mass changes. Tables 

4.48 and 4.49 were compiled. For a mass increase of 5% in an off

set position (joint 99. level 8) there was a small reduction (~3%) 

in the fundamental group of frequencies. The change in the fun

damental swa~ mode shapes was negligible as shown by Tables 4.50 

and 4.51. 

The trend for a sUbstantial mass increase (100%) distributed 

·equally between the four deck leg joints of levels 8 and 9 is 

evident from Tables 4.48 and 4.49. The frequencies of both the 

fundamental sway modes dropped by approximately 25% and there was 

a reduction of about 20% in the ,first torsion fl'equency. In the 

second group the largest reduction was 3.1% (Table 4.48) and in 

the third group the two sway frequencies dropped by 3.4% and 1%. 

A large reduction of 18.5% was indicated for the third torsion 
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frequency. The changes in the mean mode shape for this mode are 

con~ained in Table 4.60 and the values suggest that either the 

torsion mode shape has been fundamentally changed or a new mode 

has preceded the third torsion mode in the first twenty modes com

puted. The latter is the most likely explanation. The changes in 

the mode shapes for the fundamental group (Tables 4.52 to 4.54) 

were small but in the second mode group (Tables 4.55 to 4.57) the 

sway mode shapes showed reductions in the normalised displacements 

at most levels consistent with movement of the nodal plane towards 

level 8. The same trend was apparent for the third sway modes 

(Tables 4.58 and 4.59). and it was because the deck was near a 

nodal plane in the second and third mode groups that the frequencies 

were relatively insensitive to increases in deck mass. 

Of the other five global modes (Table 4.49) the deck bending 

mode showed no change with a mass increase. This is explained by 

the·fact that the mass increase was applied to the deck legs and 

this mode was governed mainly by the vertical movement of the 

centre shaker (joint 90. Figure 4.5. Table 4.29). The other four 

modes showed frequency reduction between 14.8% and 18%. 

4.6.4 Support Stiffness Changes 

The support stiffness is also an important parameter in an 

offshore structure. The results .in Table 4.61 and 4.62 are for 

rigid support (zero displacement's in the V-direction at joints 1 to 

4 as well as in the X-andZ-directions) and for a 10% reduction in 

the vertical stiffness coefficient. Reducing the vertical displace

ments at the supports to zero increased the frequency of the vertical 
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mode by 22.7% and the fundamental sway modes by 12% to 15%. For a 10% 

reduction in the vertical stiffness coefficient the largest reduction 

in frequency was 1.4% in the fundamental sway Z,1 mode. 

These results suggest that while an assumption of rigid supports 

may lead to large errors in the estimates of natural frequencies, 

acceptable accuracy may be expected from reasonable engineering 

estimates of stiffness coefficie~s. Any further study of the effect 

of structural changes on natural frequencies should include changes 

in lateral support stiffness. Removal of a brace in a bottom panel 

produced a large change in a second sway mode, and reduction in 

lateral support stiffness may have a similar effect. 

4.6.5 The Shear Structure 

The computer experiments an the model platform predict that 

failures of inclined members in the K-braced panels produce reduct

ions of up to about 30% in natural frequencies. The frequencies 

most affected by damage depend on the plane and the level of the 

plane in which the damage has occurred. For example,when members 

84 and 100 are damaged,the sway frequencies in the XV-plane are not 

affected. The largest changes in the second sway frequencies occur 

when the bottom panel is damaged while the third sway frequencies 

are most affected by damage to middle panels. The fundamental 

sway frequencies are not much affected (2 to 10%) by damage to any 

of the panels. This result was surprising at first sight and it 

was investigated further. 

Much of the deformation in the sway modes comes from shear 

displacements in the panels. If one of the inclined K-braces fails, 

the companion brace cannot transmit direct load without primary 
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bending of the horizontal member to which it is attached. Thus the 

second inclined member is virtually inactive and the transverse 

shear force transmitted by the panel must then be carried by the 

legs. As bending deformation in legs replaces axial deformation 

of panel members. the stiffness of panel in shear is substantially 

reduced. If reduced to zero. the panel on opposite face of struct-

ure must transmit twice the shear forcejand the shear displacement of 

panels (relative displacement of levels at top and bottom) will be 

doubled. 

For example the ratio of mean displacement in the fundamental 

sway mode (Table 4.10) between levels 2 and 3 was 3.5. and after member 

84 was removed. (Table 4.30) the ratio increased to 4.22. ie. 72%. There 

is a 5mall&r reduction in panel stiffness if a horizontal member 

in a panel fails. Another feature of the structure is that the top 

panel (below the deck) does not have inclined braces and its shear 

stiffness is much less than the other panels. Also the mass at 

deck level is about half the total mass of the structure. A 

simple shear model shown in Figure 4.12 can be used to illustrate 

some of the more important effects. For an applied load W the 

displacement at deck level is given by 

.•...........•......•.. (4.13) 

and stiffness K at this level is given by 
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where k1 is shear stiffness of top panel remaining unchanged and 

small compared to the shear stiffness of the other panels. The 

terms 0'2/51 > "o~/6f etc. are obtained from centre line displacements 

(normalised to unity at deck). 02 = u2 -u3 etc. where u2 is 

displacement of level 2 etc. From Equation (4.14) it can be ded

uced that the shear stiffness of the structure at deck level is 

proportional to the shear stiffness of panel 1 and that the stiff

ness of the other panels only have a secondary effect on K. Thus 

the fundamental sway frequencies are largely controlled by the low 

stiffness of the top panel. However. if the stiffness of the top 

panel had been braced with similar stiffness to the other panels 

it becomes apparent from Equation (4.14) that the shear stiffness 

of the platform is governed equally by all panel stiffness~s. 

Deformation associated with bending (legs in axial tension and 

compression) and kinematics of tapered panels in shear (counteracts 

displace~ents at deck from bending of structure) make the displace

ment pattern"complex and a simple sketch in Figure 4.13 was drawn 

to clarify this point. A model with five dynamic degrees of free

dom can also be used to illustrate effects of reduced panel stiff~ 

ness on higher sway modes and one account of this is given in paper 

(13J. 

The changes in torsion frequencies produced by damage are 

smaller than the changes in sway frequencies. but the trends are 

similar. For sway in one plane there are only two panels between 

level contributing to shear stiffness; in torsion all four panels 

contribute. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTS ON MODEL PLATFORM 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The frequency shifts calculated in chapters 3 and 4 for the 

full scale and model platforms were considered large enough to 

justify construction and testing of the model platform. The objects 

of experiments on the model platform were: 

(a) to measure and identify natural frequencies and 

mode shapesJ 

(b) to confirm some of the predicted frequency shifts 

when members were removed; 

(c) to confirm that the main natural frequencies and mode 

shapes could be obtained with broad band random 

excitation. 



5.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

5.2.1 Method of Test 

Figure 5.1 shows the model platform and associated test equip

ment. The method of test was essentially the same as that described 

in chapter 2 section 2.2.6, an~ it included two electromagnetic 

shakers which were attached to the lower deck, with the shaker 

power cables suspended from the centre of the deck. The accel

erometer preamplifiers and their co-axial leads were also attached 

to this central cable and were thus clear of the structure. An 

accelerometer can be seen attached to a leg between levels 3 and 4 

by a magnetic base, and a light weight co-axial cable connects it 

to the preamplifier on the adjacent stool. A 75 ~ co-axial cable 

runs from the preamplifier to a signal amplifier in the instrument

ation rack. This rack includes other equipment described in 

chapter 2, a Transfer Function Analyser (TFA), two channel Power 

Amplifier, two Oscilloscopes and an Ultra-Violet Recorder. 

A Bruel & Kjaer Sweep Sine Generator and Level Recorder was 

used for plotting th~ frequency response to constant force input,as 

for the plane frames. 

5.2.2 Determination of Natural Frequencies and Mode Sh"apes 

. A typical response plot at joint 49X (Figure 4.4) is shown in 

Figure 5.2. The excitation was from the offset shaker (joint 82X, 

Figure 4.5) with a force of 2.6 Newtons RMS over the frequency 

range 12 Hz to 200 Hz. The plot (Figure 5.2) which has logarithmic 

scales on both axes shows that the maximum acceleration exceeded 
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0.1 g RMS for the fundamental sway X.1 mode. 

A number of frequency response plots was recorded at different 

locations for inputs from one or other of the shakers as listed 

below. 

EXCITATION AT RESPONSE AT FREQUENCY FIGURE 
JOINT JOINT RANGE (Hz) NUMBER -

82X 49X 12-200 5.2 

82Z 49Z 12-200 5.3 

90Z 49Z 12-200 5.4 

90X 49X 100-130 5.5 

90X 40X 100-130 5.6 

90X 32X 100-130 5.7 

90X 24X 100-130 5.8 

90X 16X 100-130 5.9 

82X 53Y 50-130 5.10 

One of the features of Figures 5.3 and 5.4 is the reduced re-

sponse at 19.5 Hz and 67.8 Hz when the excitation is changed from 

the off3et shaker to the centre shaker. Figures 5.5 to 5.9 show 

the response in the X-direction at 5 joints down one leg (levels 7 

to 3 inclusive) for the frequency range 100 Hz to 130 Hz. It is 

apparent that in the mode group at about 120 Hz there is a node 

close to level 4 (Figure 5.8). 

The vertical response at the lower deck (joint 53Y. Figure 4.5) 

for excitation from the offset.shaker at joint 82X is shown in 

Figure 5.10. The peaks in this plot include the fundamental vertical 
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mode and the deck pitch mode predicted by the computation. 

The frequencies of resonant peaks in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 were 

taken to be the natural frequencies of the structure and they were 

determined accurately with the Transfer Function Analyser. 

When a natural frequency had been accurately determined the 

input force was adjusted to a convenient level (2.6 Newtons or 4.3 

Newtons RMS and response measurements were then taken. One 

accelerometer was used. and the measurements were taken in the X.Z 

and Y directions at the four corner joints of the two decks. (levels 

8 and S). and in the X and Z directions at the four corner joints 

of levels 3 and 7 on the jacket. 

The response amplitude and phase angle (in or out-of-phase) 

at these locations were recorded and used to determine the mode 

shapes given in Tables 5.1 to 5.8 as detailed below. At a fixed 

frequency the measured accelerations are proportional to displace-

ments and to obtain normalised displacements the accelerations were 

divided by the magnitude of the largest value measured in the test 

for a particular mode. 

MODE EXCITATION EXCITATION TABLE 
AT JOINT FORCE (N) RMS NO. 

Sway Z.1 90Z 4.3N 5.1 

Sway X.1 SOX 4.3N 5.2 

Torsion 1 82Y 2.6N 5.3 

Sway Z.2 90X 4.3N 5.4 

Sway X.2 SOZ 4.3N 5.5 

Torsion 2 82Z 2.6N 5.6 

Sway X.3 82X 2.6N 5.7 

Sway Z.3 82Z 2.6N 5.8 
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A convenient way of comparing measured with computed mode shapes 

was needed and Tables 5.1 to 5.8 also contain computed mode shapes. 

A diagram with explanation of mode shape table layout and the way 

mode shapes were normalised is given in Table 5.1B. 

5.2.3 Removal of Members 

Member 84 (Figure 4.4) was removed and the sweep sine tests 

were repeated to obtain the new natural frequencies. Before number 

135 ~as removed. tests were carried out again with member 84 re-

placed to ensure that the original frequency response had been re-

stored. 

The response plots recorded at joint 49 in the X- and Z-

directions for excitation at joint 82 are listed below. 

FIGURE EXCITATION RESPONSE FREQUENCY 
NUMBER AT JOINT AT JOINT RANGE (Hz) 

Base Line 5.11 
84 removed 5.12 82Z 49Z 12- 24 

Base Line 5.13 
82Z 84 removed 5.14 49Z 30- 90 

Base Line 5.15 82Z 49Z 84 removed 5.16 115-130 

Member 5.17 12- 24 
84 5.18 82Z 49Z 30- 90 

replaced 5.19 115-130 

Base Line 5.20 
82X 49X 12- 30 

135 removed 5.21 

Base Line 5.22 
82X 

35-110 
135 removed 5.23 49X 35-100 

Base Line 5.24 82X 49X 115-130 
135 removed 5.15 
135 removed 5.26 82X .49X 90-100 



Mode shapes were also measured for those natural frequencies which 

exhibited large changes. and Tables 5.9 and 5.10 contain the mod

ified sway Z.2 and sway X.3 modes respectively. 
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5.3 DISCUSSION OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED NATURAL 

FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES, AND THE 

EFFECT OF MEMBER REMOVAL 

5.3.1 Fundamental Mode Group 

From the measured frequency response at level 7 joint 49) shown 

in Figures 5.2 and 5.3,two groups of peaks are easily identified, and 

the three peaks in the first group are the fundamental modes. In 

Figure 5.2 there is a dominant peak at 16 Hz and two other peaks at 

14.2 Hz and 19.5 Hz, and,as the excitation was in a plane of symmetry 

of the structure (XV-plane) and in the X-direction,it followed that 

the peak at 16. Hz was the fundamental sway mode in the X-direction 

(Table 5.2). The fact that two other modes at 14.2 Hz and 19.5 Hz 

were also excited indicates that the structure was not perfectly 

symmetric or that the excitation was not applied exactly in the 

plane of symmetry. 

The response plot of Figure 5.3 was recorded for excitation in 

a plane perpendicular to the XV-plane at joint B2Z (Figure 4.5, 

offset shaker). The two peaks at 14.2 Hz and 19.5 Hz are both 

larger'than the peak at 16.Hz and they were identified as the fun

damental sway mode in the Z-direction (Table 5.1) and the fund

amental torsion mode (Table 5.3). The torsion mode can be 

distinguished from the sway mode by the out of phase displacements, 

for example at joints 73X and 7~X (Table 5.3). The peak at 16.Hz 

should theoretically not have been excited and its presence is a 

further indication of a slight,asymmetry in the structure. Higher 

modes were similarly identified from Tables 5.4 to 5.B and Table 
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5.11 gives a summary of measured and computed natural frequencies 

and percent difference between them. ) 

The frequencies in the fundamental group were computed with 

good accuracy; the difference being 6.1%, 2.9% and -0.3% for sway 

2,1, sway X,1 and torsion 1 respectively. Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 

give the measured mode shapes and a plot of sway 2,1 mode is given 

in Figure 5.27. A comparison of the normalised mean displacements 

at levels 9, 8, 7 and 3 with the corresponding computed displacements 

(Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3) shows generally good agreement. The main 

discrepancy is in the sway 2,1 mode at level 3 where the measured 

and computed normalised displacements were 0.04 and 0.12 respect

ively, and in the torsion mode in which the normalised mean rotations 

of level 8 and 9 were 1.0 measured, compared with .7 computed. 

Table 5.13 shows percent reductions in measured and computed 

natural frequencies with members 84 and 135 removed in turn. The 

predicted reductions in the fundamental group for removal of either 

of these members were relatively small, ie less than 3.6%, and the 

measured reductions confirmed this; for example the computed red

uction with member 84 removed was 2.7% and measurement of the 

natural frequency of this sway 2,1 mode gave a reduction less than 

1%. 

An expanded plot of the fundamental group with excitation in 

the 2-direction is shown in Figure 5.11, and a similar plot recorded 

after member 84 was removed is given in Figure 5.12. Comparison of 

the two plots confirm that no significant change in the frequency 

response has taken place in the fundamental mode group. The spikes 
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in Figure 5.12 (and Figures 5.5 to 5.8) are due to background 

laboratory noise and whenever possible the sweep sine tests were 

carried out in the evenings. Finally, the computed fundamental 

sway Z,1 mode shapes indicate that an increase in response can be 

expected at joint 49Z when member 84 is removed (Tables 4.10 and 

4.30). This is confirmed by the measured response in Figures 5.11 

and 5.12. 

5.3.2 Second Mode Group 

The second group of modes in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 was found 

between 55 Hz and 80 Hz. Figure 5.2 for central excitation in the 

X-direction shows a distinct peak at 56.4 Hz,and from the measured 

results given in Table 5.5 this peak was identified as the second 

sway mode in the XYpplane. In Figure 5.3 for offset excitatltion 

in the Z-direction there are three distinct peaks at 60.3 Hz, 

67.8 Hz and 80.3 Hz. 

The first peak was the second sway mode in the ZY-plane 

(Table 5.4) followed by the second torsion mode at 67.8 Hz 

(Table 5.6). The third peak at 80.3 Hz was found to be the deck 

roll mode suggested by the computer model. Table 5.11 shows that 

the sway Z,2 mode was predicted with good accuracy, (3.8% differencg). 

However, the sway X.2 and torsion 2 modes were not predicted with 

the same accuracy, the difference being 14.3% and 20.1% respectively. 

No explanation is apparent for these differences. 

The main difference between the measured and computed sway 

Z.2 mode shape of Table 5.4 was in the relative displacement of 

levels 3 and 7. In the computed results the same displacement 
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occurred at both these levels; in the measured mode shape the 

displacement at level 7 was 18% less than that at level 3. The 

ratio of mean displacement between levels 9 and 7 was 0.29 and 0.27 

for measured and computed results. There was considerable difference 

in the vertical displacements at the deck corner joints; for example 

0.04 was measured and 0.14 was computed at joint 53Y. The mean 

sway Z.2 mode shape is plotted in Figure 5.27. 

The 14.3% error in the computed natural frequency of the sway 

X.2 mode was reflected in the measured and computed mode shapes 

(Table 5.5). The ratio of modal displacement at levels 9 and 7 was 

0.26 measured and 0.19 computed and at levels 3 and 7 it was 1.01 

measured and 0.71 computed. 

The 20.1% error in the predicted second torsion mode also 

corresponded to relatively large differences between the ratios of 

measured and computed rotations (Table 5.6); 0.42 measured and 

0.13 comp~ted for levels 9 and 7. and 0.77 measured and 0.58 

computed for levels 3 and 7. 

Despite the errors in the values of the computed frequencies. 

the computed reductions agreed well with the measured ones for 

members 84 and 135 removed. Table 5.13 shows these reductions to 

be less than 1% for all modes in the second group when member 135 

near the top of the structure was removed. However. when member 

84 was removed the frequency of the sway Z.2 mode dropped by 35.1% 

compared with the computed drop of 29.6%. The sway X.2 natural 

frequency changed by less than 1% and the second torsion dropped 

by 4%. 
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The measured mode shape for the sway Z.2 mode with member 84 

removed is given in Table 5.9. and a comparison with Table 5.4 shows 

that major changes have taken place in this mode. The ratios of 

mean modal displacements between levels 9 and 7 were 0.29 before 

and 0.46 after member removal. Between levels 3 and 7 they were 1.22 

before and 4.05 after. The comparison also shows that jacket was now 

subjected to increased shear displacement in horizontal planes. The 

distortion of this mode shape was more severe than calculated in 

Table 4.31 which predicted an increase of 139% in mean modal dis

placement of level 3 compared with a measured increase of 232% 

(Table 5.9). The measured change at levels 8 and 9 however. was 

less than the computed change. 

The frequency response recorded at joint 49Z before and after 

member 84 was removed is shown in Figure 5.13 (before) and Figure 

5.14 (after). There is a dramatic change in the second mode group. 

Not only 9id the second sway Z.2 mode frequency drop by 35.1%. but 

the response of the second torison mode was lost at joint 49Z. 

The deck roll mode at 80.3 Hz however. was not affected by removal 

of member 84. A receptance plot was generated for the first and 

second mode groups. Figure 5.28. and it agreed well with the mea

sured frequency responses in Figures 5.11 to 5.14. 

5.3.3 Third Mode Group 

The third mode group occurred between 100 Hz and 130 Hz 

approximately. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show a considerable number of 

peaks in this frequency range: but many of them are secondary peaks 

from the vibration of individual members and groups of members. 
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Identification of the third mode group is made more difficult by 

this increase in modal density. 

The third sway mode in the X-direction was found from the 

measured shape (Table 5.7) to be that at 118.4 Hz, and can be seen 

in Figure 5.2 grouped with two other peaks at 105.4 Hz and 122.4 Hz. 

The measured and computed mode shapes(Table 5.7) were compared and 
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the mean displacement ratios between levels 9 and 7 were 0.31 measured 

and 0.17 computed, and,between levels 3 and 7,0.54 and 0.78. As 

expected both the measured and computed mode shapes were symmetric 

about the XV-plane. 

The modes at 105.4 Hz and 122.4 Hz were investigated further. 

The first was identified as the deck pitch mode (predicted by 

computation and given in Table 4.26) and the mean modal displace

ments for the second (122.4 Hz) are given in Table 5.15. They are 

similar to those of mode X.3 but measurements at levels 3 and 7 show 

that the mode was not symmetric about the XV-plane. It was not 

predicted by the finite element computation and its existence is 

likely to be due to structural asymmetry, including a slight twist 

known. to have been introduced into the structure during welding. 

It was because of the asymmetry of the mode shape that the lower 

frequency (118.4 Hz) was taken as the sway X.3 mode.' 

Figures 5.5 to 5.9 show the frequency response at five levels 

for excitation by the central shaker (joint 90X). The response at 

both 118.4 Hz and 122.4 Hz can be seen and that at 118.4 Hz 

dominates. From these five plots (levels 7. 6, 5, 4, 3) the re

sponse can also be seen to be a minimum at level 4. which infers a 



node between levels 5 and 3. This is confirmed in the mode shape 

Tables 5.7 and 5.15. 

The third natural ¥requency in the Z-direction was taken to be 

that at 119.4 Hz and can be seen in Figure 5.3. The measured mode 

shape is given in Table 5.8 and a comparison with the computed 

mode shqpe shows that the ratio of the mean displacements at levels 

9 and 7 was 0.8 measured and 0.38 computed, and for levels 3 and 7 

0.68 measured and 0.77 computed. The measured mode shape was plotted 

and is given in Figure 5.27. 

The sway Z.3 mode at 119.4 Hz in Figure 5.3 is followed by a 

group of distinct peaks. The first of these at 126 Hz was investi

gated and the mode shape is given in Table 5.16. It shows that 

there is another mode similar to the sway Z,3 mode at this higher 

frequency. This is a similar observation to that already made for 

the X-direction. and the modes were not predicted by finite element 

computatioh. A comparison of Tables 5.8 and 5.16 reveals little 

difference in the mean mode shapes at 119.4 Hz and 126 Hz. There 

was some difference in the vertical displacements of the corner 

joints of the decks. For example, the ratio of vertical displace

ment at joints 53 and 97 on level 8 was 0.91 (119.4 Hz) and 0.78 

(126 Hz) and between joints 54 and 97 at level 8 it was 0.93 

(119.4 Hz) and 0.81 (126 Hz). 

Measured and computed freqbency changes for removal of members 

are given in Tables 5.13. Removal of member 84 has little affect 

on any of the modes in the third group. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show 

the measured frequency response before and after the member was re

moved and there was no significant shift of any of the peaks. 
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Removal of member 135 was predicted by the computations to have 

a considerable affect on the sway X,3 mode and the results of Table 

5.13 confirm this; there is good agreement between the measured 

(-18.1%) and computed (-20.9%) changes in frequency. The measured 

mode shape with member 135 removed is given in Table 5.10. The mean 

displace~ents did not change significantly, but removal of the member 

left the mode asymmetric about the XV-plane with large out of plane 

movements. 

The change in frequency response is clear from Figures 5.22 to 

5.26, the peaks at 118.4 Hz and 122.4 Hz (Figures 5.24 and 5.25) 

being lost. Comparison of Figures 5.22 and 5.23, however, shows 

that two new peaks appear in the range 90 Hz to 100 Hz. The first 

peak at 92.6 Hz was found to be the deck pitch mode and the second 

peak at 96.9 Hz. was that given as the sway X,3 mode with member 

135 removed in Table 5.10. It cannot be said with certainty that 

the mode at 118.4 Hz. and not 122.4 Hz reappeared at 96.9 Hz, but 

it is likely that removal of member 135 would have the greatest 

effect on the more symmetric mode. 

The remaining mode to be identified in the third group is torsion. 

The mode that was at first taken to be torsion at 130 Hz (Table 

5.17) was found on closer examination to be very different from the 

computed mode shape, and closer to the computed deck twist mode. A 

third torsion mode was thus not satisfactorily identified and the 

reason may be that the point of excitation was not favourable for 

this mode although the third sway modes were excited. 
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5.3.4 Oval ising and Other Global Modes 

In addition to the modes discussed so far six ovalising and 

the fundamental vertical modes were identified and a comparison 

with computed frequencies is given in Table 5.12. There was good 

agreement between measured and computed results for all the ovalising 

modes with less than 5% difference in frequencies. The frequency 

of the computed fundamental vertical mode was within 11.2% of the 

measured frequency and a frequency response plot was recorded at 

53Y for excitation at 82X (offset shaker). This plot in Figure 5.10 

includes the sway X.2 mode and the deck roll mode. These modes are 

little effected by removal of members84 and 135 (Table 5.14). 
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5.4 RANDOM VIBRATION 

5.4.1 Introduction 

The main part of this research work has been concerned with the 

sensitivity of natural frequencies to failure of primary load

carrying members, and it has been shown that substantial changes can 

be expected in certain normal modes. Sine and sweep sine wave 

excitation was used to verify the computed results. It is not 

practical to employ artificial excitation on full scale platforms 

and certainly not on the latest generation of deep water structures. 

However, an alternative type of excitation exists. All structures 

are constantly subjected to natural excitation and in the case of 

offshore structures the wave, current and wind loadings are reliable 

sources of excitation. 

Natural sea state excitation however is random and a different 

analysis technique is required to determine the natural frequencies 

and mode shapes. The theory of frequency analysis of random vibration 

is well documented ,in the literature (26, 27, 2~', and dedicated 

digital computer systems have been developed commercially for this 

analysis. Such a computer was made available towards the end of the 

research work, and a number of tests were carried out with random 

excitation in order to compare w~th results obtained by sinusoidal 

excitation. 
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5.4.2 Frequency Analysis of Random Vibration 

The computer system was a Time Series Analyser manufactured 

by Time/Data ~~ and it included a Programmable Data Processor 

(PDP - 11/05) with 24K memory, two channel analogue to digital 

converter (12 bits) with programmable anti-aliasing filters, storage 

oscilloscope, high speed paper tape punch/reader, and a Tele-type 

terminal. A further description of the system is available in 

reference [29) . The computer language is described in reference 

[30) and it is designed such that little prior knowledge of pro-

gramming is required to write application programmes. For example, 

fundamental time series operations such as Fast Fourier Transform 

and Auto and Cross-spectrum computations can be executed with a 

single instruction. Auto and Cross-spectrum computations are fun-

damental to the analysis of the response of an offshore platform 

and a brief description of some basic equations and the computational 

approach implemented on the Time Series Analyser is outlined below. 

5.4.3 Basic Equations and Computational Approach 

For the single input/output system shown below 

~ (t) -~I __ H _( f_)_--, 

the following equations apply. 

. ................. (5.1) 
= 

H(f) Gx(f) 
...................... (5.2) 

where Gx(f) 

Gxy ( f) = 

and Gy(f) are mean square auto spectra of x(t) and 
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y[t) respectively, and Gxy(f) is the mean square cross-spectrum 

between x(t) and YCt). It is assumed that x(t) is stationary and 

that the system is a constant parameter linear system described by 

a frequency response function H(f) which may be similar to the 

receptance function derived in 2.2, Equation (2.57). The frequency 

respon~e function is complex, 

H(f) IHcnl e-18 (f) .................. (5.3) 

and it can be shown that the cross-spectrum Gxy(f) defined by 

Equation (5.2) is also complex with a phase angle equal to the 

phase angle of the frequency response function H(f)~ 

The ordinary coherence function between x(t) and yCt) is 

defined by 

............. (5.4) 

and is bounded by 
2 

a ~ v ~ 1 o xy ...................... (5.5) 

Measurement noise at either the input or output point, non-linearities 

in the system, or a non-stationary input will cause the coherence 

function to be less than unity. A measured coherence function will 

nearly always be less than unity and coherence considerations are 

important in determining the accuracy of frequency response 

function measurements. 

For the multiple input/two output system shown below Cwhich 

arises in the determination of the natural frequencies and mode shapes 

of offshore structures) the following spectra are used: 
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X1( t ) -------I 
'--_--J 

x 2 (t 1------1 
~'-'---' 

r---, 
------ 1------L ___ -l 

Here Gy1 (f) and Gy2 (f) are the auto-spectra of the 

responses measured at station 1 and station 2 respectively and 

is the cross-spectrum between these responses. 

A coherence function between Y1(t) and Y2(t) is defined by 

2 

Y1 (t) 

2 
IG 1 (fll Y .y2 .............. (5.6) 

}s' (f) 
y1.y2 

= 

and is again bounded by 

.2 
o ~ '6 <1 

y1. y2 -
.•.....•...•.....•.••..•.• (5.7) 
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As for the coherence function between input and output. the measured 

coherence function between two responses will nearly always be less 

than unity. 

For the experiments on the model platform sinusoidal excitation 

was replaced by a band limited noise signal. The excitation was 

applied-at joint 82Z (offset shaker) and the response was measured 

at joints 49Z and S2Z. 

In order to compute spectra. frequency response and coherence 

functions a number of analysis parameters had to be decided. The 

Time Series Analyser uses segment averaging to obtain spectral 

estimates with acceptable statistical accuracy. For example a 

total record length of Tr seconds is divided into n equal time 

slices such that 

Tr = nT .•.•••.........•.•.. (5.8) 

and the spectral estimate is given by 
,.. 
G(f) 1 A ~ A 

(G1 (f) + G2 ( f) + •• +Gn ( f) ......... (5.9) -n 

where Gn(f) is the raw spectral estimate of the nth time slice. The 

1\ 

variance of the estimate G(fl. Equation (5.9). is given by 

Var rG(f)il = G(f)2 l' IJ •••••••••••••••• !I ••••• (5.10) 
n 

where G(fl is the true spectrum. 

A normalised expression fot the variance is obtained if Equation 

2 (5.10) is divided by G(f) • 

Var [~(fJ) ~ 
G(f)2 

1 
n 

................. (5.11) 
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I 

and a random error is defined by 

1 
.............................. (5.12) 

which can be used to calculate confidence intervals (Section 6.7 

and 6.8 of reference 27), for the unknown true spectrum. 

The-sampling frequency (fs) and number of sampled points (N) 

determines the length of each time slice 

T = N 
fs .................... (5.13) 

and the effective resolution bandwidth is 

Be = 1 
T •••••••.••••••..••• ,,(5.14) 

To obtain a satisfactory description of spectral peaks it is 

desirable to choose the resolution bandwidth 

Be < Br 
4 •••••• 1 •• I •••• I ••••• (5.15) 

where Br i~ the bandwidth at the half power points (Chapter 2, 

Section 2.7). 

The spectral estimates given in Tables 5.18 to 5.20 were 

computed with the following parameters 

fs = 409.6 Hz 

N :c 1024 pts 

n = 350 time slices 

hence 

T = 2.5 secs 

Tr = 875 sees 

Be = 0.4 Hz 

fr = 0.054 or 5.4% • 
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5.4.4 Results 

The force excitation spectrum is plotted in Figure 5.29 and it is not 

a white noise (flat) spectrum. The shape is mainly determined by 

the electro-magnetic shaker which has a natural frequency between 

30 and 40 Hz. The response spectrum recorded at joint 49Z is shown 

in FiguFe 5.30 and is not unlike the frequency response plot given 

in Figure 5.3. This also applies to the cross-spectrum magnitude 

plotted in Figure 5.31. The cross-spectrum phase angle plotted in 

Figure 5.32 alternates between 0 degrees and :180 degrees and is 

difficult to interpret from the Figure. The coherence function, 

Equation (5.4), is plotted in Figure 5.33 and was found to be 

generally low at the natural frequencies. The frequency response 

function was computed from the cross-spectrum and the input spectrum, 

Equation (5.2), and plotted on logarithmic and linear scales in 

Figures 5.34 and 5.35. 

A computer print-out of Figures 5.29 to 5.35 is given in Table 

5.18 and the seven columns from left to right are: 

Frequency incremented at 0.4 Hz intervals; 

Excitation auto-spectrum (Figure 5.29); 

Response auto-spectrum (Figure 5.30); 

Frequency response function magnitude (Figure 5.35)) 

Cross-spectrum magnitude (Figure 5.31)) 

Cross-spectrum phase angle (Figure 5.32)) 

Coherence function (Figure 5.33). 

The cross-spectrum phase angle is the phase angle between 

output and input and a phase angle of ± 90 degrees indicates a 



natural frequency. Three frequency bands at which there is a peak 

and a phase angle change through !90 degrees can be found. They 

are at: 

14.0 Hz to 14.4 Hz. 

60.0 Hz to 60.4 Hz. 

119.2 Hz to 119.6 Hz. 

which agree with the natural frequencies of the first three sway 

modes given in Table 5.11. The low coherence between output and 

input is of some concern. Table 5.18 reads 0.344 at 14 Hz. 0.615 

at 60 Hz and 0.288 at 119.2 Hz. The effect of noise in the 

electronics. used to make the measurements will reduce the 

coherence. Another contributing factor to the reduction in 

coherence was considered to be background noise in the laboratory. 

This was the conclusion drawn after it was found that well-defined 

spectra could be computed without any form of artificial excitation. 

The frequency response function in the frequency band between the 

fundamental and the second group of natural frequencies was highly 

coherent compared with the response in the two groups (Figure 5.30). 

and th~s may be the result of low structural damping coupled with 

short time slice length (T = 2.5 sees). ie. response to an input 

during a time slice continues to affect the response in the sub

sequent time slice and will not be coherent with the input during 

that time slice. 

Theoretical receptance magnitude (Figure 5.36) and phase angle 

plots (Figure 5.37) were generated and compared well with the results 

of the random vibration tests (Figures 5.38 and 5.39). 
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Single point artificial excitation of large offshore structures 

is not practical and natural frequency/mode shape interpretation 

must depend on response measurements only; the responses being 

the result of natural sea state excitation. 

The model structure was tested with this point in mind and a 

number of plots of response spectra recorded at joints 76Z/49Z and 

52Z/49Z are given in Figures 5.40 to 5.51. A computer print-out of 

the frequency spectra,measured at joints 76Z/49Z (level 9 and 7. 

Figure 4.4) is given in Table 5.19 and another print-out of the 

response measured at level 7 joints 52Z/49Z is given in Table 5.20. 

Natural frequencies measured this way will normally be characterised 

by peaks in the auto and cross-spectra and the phase angle between 

two points on the structure will be close to 0 or !180 degrees 

(a phase angle of 185 degrees,for example. will be printed/plotted 

as -175 degrees). 

The common mean square response as a function of frequency 

between two locations on the structure is expressed by the 

coherence estimate. Equation (5.6). High coherence is normally 

found when a distinct normal mode is detected. and for high 

coherence an accurate estimate of the relative movement of two 

points on a structure can be made. From Table 5.20 the fundamental 

sway Z.1 and torsion 1 modes can be distinguished by the relative 

phase angle of joints 52Z/49Z wnich is close to 0 degrees for the 

sway mode and 180 degrees for the torsion mode. The second sway in 

the Z-direction is characterised by 180 degrees phase angle between 

levels 9 and 7 (joints 76Z/492) and in phase movement of joints 
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52Z/49Z (level 7). The peak at 60.4 Hz in Table 5.19 and 5.20 

exhibits these characteristics 

Level 9-

Level 8-

Level 7_ 

.--+-_-, __ 76 Z 

/r-----,.\ -- 49Z 

",,--r--.., -- 49Z 

Level 7 

'--_¥-_...J__ 52Z 

FREQ 

14.4 

19.6 

60.4 

FREQ 

14.4 

19.6 

60.4 

MODE F.R.F. PHASE 

Sway Z,1 1.59 0.71 

Torsion 1 3.48 1 .0 

Sway Z,2 0.27 169 

MUDE F.R.F. PHASE 

Sway Z, 1 0.81 0.23 

Torsion 1 2.41 -179 

Sway Z,2 0.89 -1.44 

COHER. 

0.982 

0.995 

0.952 

COHER. 

0.99 

1 • 

0.997 

Natural frequency and mode shape characteristics can thus be found 

and identified when a structure is subjected to random excitation. 

There are, however, several practical problems that will make 

natural frequency/mode shape interpretations difficult. They 

include: insufficient excitation. limited stationary record 
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length. structural non-linearities and high modal density. The practical 

implementation of the method is discussed in the appendix. 

A random vibration test was carried out for an increase in 

deck mass of 10 kg (about 4%). The mass was a shaker base (Figure 2.2) 

and it was attached to joint 99 level 8 (Figure 4.5. second offset 

shaker position). A comparativ~ response plot is shown in Figure 

5.52 and the frequency reductions in the fundamental group were 

calculated from Tables 5.21 and 5.22 and are summarised over. 



NO MASS CHANGE 4% MASS INCREASE 

MODE FREQUENCY (Hz) FREQUENCY (Hz) 6.% 

Sway Z .1 14.25 14.1 -1.05% 

Sway X .1 16.0 15.8 -1.25% 

Torsion 1 19.5 19.0 -2.56% 

The trend of these frequency reductions agrees well with those 

computed in Chapter 4 (Table 4.48) for a 5% mass increase. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1) In the tests on simple structures there was generally good 

agreement between measured natural frequencies and mode shapes and 

those predicted by computation with a finite element model. 

2) Computations on the full scale oil production platform 

predicted substantial reductions in natural frequencies when 

inclinea members of K-frames were severed. 

3) The frequency changes were due to the'large reduction in shear 

stiffness of a K-frame when an inclined member is removed. 

4) The pattern of the changes gave an indication of the 

location of the failure. 

5) Computations on the model platform showed similar sets of sway 

and torsion modes to those computed for the full scale structure. 

6) The frequencies computed for the model were in reasonable agreement 

with the measured values but there were some difficulties with 

identification in the third mode group. 

7) Cutting of two inclined members in the model gave frequency 

changes close to the computed changes. 

8) The first two mode groups were readily identified when random 

force excitation was applied to the model to simulate 

wind and wave loading. 

9) Severance of those members which carry the main shear loads 

in offshore structures can be detected from changes in global 

natural frequencies of the structure. 
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APPENDIX 

PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHOD 

The research work described in the preceding chapters was 

completed in the autumn of 1975. Since then the author has had an 

opportunity of applying the method to a number of offshore structures. 

The method and philosophy are described in three papers included in 

this appendix. Others are in references 31 to 34. 
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IN'l'f-:UDUCTION 

THE NEED FOR STRUCTURAL 
MONITORING 

As the se8rch for offshore 
gA.S Rnd oil is pu!'~me6 into deer;Pl' 
nnel c1';~:j::(~r v.&tEr, the ('rJviI'onmen~ 
i'1 i'/~ich tl18 !1.~C23G~try structures 
'''lust (~xi8t becomes incre8.8ingly 
hostile. BecAuse of these ~ore 
~r~uous conditions ther~ is a 
higher probAbility of str~ctural 
fA.il~re R~d, b~cquse of the in
creased cRpital cost of e~ch 
structure .'lnd tile rUfficulty of 
r~p~ir, there js ~ ~uch hiB~er 
penqlty for catRstrophic fBilure. 

In pArqllel with the incre~Rcd 
inspection re~ui~~~ent there is a 
uBjor incre~Be in t~e difftculties 
of subse~ diving. i'Tot only dawl 
the cost rise steeply with depth, 
but the qvqilqble weqther windows 
~iminish, the productivity per 
diver Jrops and the d'JnJer to 
hur.H'tn li fe, th<JH~h nIl prec8.uti:)flS 
qre t~ken, must i~evit~bly rise. 

Refe ["cnces fHFl i llustr:l t ions at 
end of pp..per 

Althongh divin,e!; expertise and 
equi~ment nre conti~u8.11J i~prov
ing, ~qny nre convi~ced th8.t it 
will be i~possible to inspect 
pl.'ltf0r~s in deeper N8.ter, Auch qS 
t ~1 e "'lor t :H: r'1 : J 0 r t h 3 e 8., IN i t h A r. y -
t~Jin:.; al)oro'lchjr'lg tile sa"le 
thOr()U6~ne~)G And (letail thnt is 
~ow qfforded t~ese plqtfJr~s in 
the 8outher~ hqlf of thnt seR. 

In qctdtttln to t~e8e f8.ctors, 
the brge capi t'll cost of e'~ch 
structure i~creqneG the cost level 
at w~jc~ undersea repBire qre 
profit~ble, And, '1.8 undersea weld
ing tech~ology i~?rove~, it CAnnot 
be lon~ before m~jor ~nderseB 
rep8.irs qre undertqken. Juite 
obvioclSly such rep:'tirs 'I,ill be 
gre'ltl~{ ::ts'list .. ~d qnll cheapened if 
st~uc~ur~l ~a~qge c~'1 be detected 
at ~n eqrlv ;tq;e, hefore the 
~ri'1qr:{ f'~il'Jre C8.11 in:lllce 
seCOnd8rj dq~QSP. 

The prece~ing ~r~u~ents leqd 
in8vi~"l.hly :0 ~~le cOl1clusio'1 t:J.'1.t 
i!'1cre'·,~::' :~'1:~ '10re frequent cnr1-
pre~e '1!; i ve ins pec t 1.:)"l is rec;,ui red 
i\,1 ct, '1 J r ~ l) V' ~~.!:, t tl-~ "; P. i ~ il e r ri i v i !'1 g 

,. 
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inspection should be made eaRier and 
quicker or else an alternative 
method developed. 

This pAper describes just such 
an alternRtive method for overall 
RS~H~f;sment of platform structural 
jntegrity with the possihility that, 
in the future, it :nRy he upgrR.ded 
to provi~e more detniled information 
about the condition of individual 
members Rnd joints. 

The new monitoring technique 
is bRsed on the fact that, whereas 
a structure has a series of natural 
frequencies or resonances which are 
continually excited by the ~otion 
of the sea and wind, these natural 
frequencies are 8ppreci~bly changed 
if a load-carrying member, such as 
R hrace or pile, breaks or loosens 
materialJy. Using vibration 
analysis techniqueu it is fossible 
to measure the appropriate natural 
frequencjes of such a structure 
from relatively few measurements 
taken at selected positjons above 
the water level so that monitoring 
may nroceed whatever the weather. 
The amount and djstribution of the 
change in the natural frequencies 
due to a member failure varies 
depending on the ~osition of the 
member within the structure and on 
the topology and degree of 
recundnncy. 

The research and developmentof 
this project WAS carried out uver 
a period of three years in the 
Department of MechanicRl Engineering 
of the University of Glasgow, 
Scotland, followed by one yeAr of 
measurement and development in the 
North Sea by Structural Monitoring 
ltd. on three steel platforms belonging 
to B.P. CO., Ltd. with financial support n
from B. P. and Comex Diving (U. K. ) Ltd. 

The programme has been ch8n
elled ,along two ~ain avenues. 

1. The fin~l stnges have been 
reached in the development of 
techniques for overall structural 
monitoring by Vihr~tion analysis. 
Initially this will detect only 
complete member severnnce or pile 
failure. 

2. Development is continuing of 

ways of using vihrRtiun analysis as 
a technique for accelernted diving 
inspection routines. Thene will not 
require structural cleaning nnd will 
require access to each member at only 
one axiRl position. It is hoped that I 

this method will detect rel~tively 
large cracks Anywhere ~long R memher 
or in the nodes at its extre~jties. 

Adv8ntages claimed for the 
methGd of overall ~onitoring include 
spee~, chearness, s~fety, inrlegend
ence from weRther and seq state, R~d 
much increRsed frequency of 
inspection. 

VIBFA'l'] UN OF OFFSdURE S'l'F:l.IC'l'rRES 

When a structure is acted upon 
by a time-varying set of exciting 
forces it vihra~es over the same 
range of frequency as is contaiT'.ed 
in the excitation. All structures 
have a large number of resonAnces or 
natural frequencies (in fact an 
infinite number). If the range of 
the excitation contains natural 
frequencies, the structural response 
will be large at these particular 
frequencies and relatively small at 
all others. The ratio af response 
amplitude at resonance to the amp
Ii tude at other frequel1cies is gov
erned by the stI~ctural damping and 
by the ra ti 0 of the input [lOWers. 

In general, vihration at the 
lower natural frequencies is assoc
iated with the ~otion of the entire 
structure whereas At the higher 
natural freqpencies the motion is 
pri nci pally confi Tied to small sub
structures or to individual members. 
The motion of a structure at a 
natural frequency is known AS a mode 
shape, and the first two or three 
mode shaoes for "tall, slender towers, 
such as oil platforms, resemble 
those for R cantilever with a Mass 
at the free end. There~fter the 
modes are increasingly dissimilar. 

These structural vibr~tion 
characteristicB Vlere fully demonstr
ated and explored in a thrp.e year 
laboratory ex~erimental progrR~me 
using a sixteen foot high SCAle 
model of a four legged, K-rraced 
platform (Reference I). Tests 
included both sinusoidal sweep and 
random excitation inputs. 

I 
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Structures st~nding in the sea 
experience fore es over ~ vel'y wide 
rRnge of frequency so that the 
total structurRl motion is complex, 
containing components at mRny fre
quencies. The relative sizes of 
the individual components varips 
from place to plRce in the structure 
as does their phase. AlthouBh the 
frequency spectrum of the se8 motion 
itself is wide, the nonlineRr inter
nction of the WAves with the struct
ural members eKtends the spectrum 
upw~rds, by breAking large slow 
fluid TTlovements-iI},to sm~ller ~nd 
quicker eddies. This interRction 
incre~ses the excitRtion at the 
lower end of the range of natural 
frequencies which is normally 
between 20 and 50 times the funda
mental WRve frequency. In general 
the fundamental (firRt) platform 
natural frequency is fixed at the 
design stage to be more than 5-10 
times that of the expected large 
wave. Wind excitation is less 
periodic than that of the sea and 
most of the structural vibration 
appeRrs to be associated with 
transient gusting rather than a 
steady blow. This too produces 
vibration over a wide spectrum and 
m~y contribute considerably to 
platform motion. 

As a result of these inputs, 
offshore structures vibrate at all 
frequencies and, because of low 
damping, the amplitude at a natural 
frequency may be two orders of 
magnitude greAter than at another 
adjacent frequency. The whole 
picture of vibration amplitude to 
a base of frequency is known as the 
vibration spectrum and B typical 
such spectrum is shown on Figure 1. 

This spectrum is typical in 
that the fundamental wave frequency 
peak is well below the the first 
structural resonance and is the 
only excitation peak to appear in 
the measured vibration. The other 
major peaks represent structural ' 
resonances and, over the frequency 
band shown, can be separated into 
three groups which correspond 
approximately to the fundamental, 
second and third cantilever tending 
modes. The separation is achieved 
by determining the vibration mode 
shapes at each peak using modal 

an~lysis cross correl~tion tech
niqueswhich involve n co~cBrison 
(vibration ~mplitude anrl pbnse) of 
signals from sever'Rl trBnsriucers 
placed Rt apr.ropri~te pojnts on the 
platform. This determines the ~ode 
share above the waterline; the shape 
of the r8st of the structure CAn be 
inferred from this, dr~wing on ex
rerience gained in nodel platform 
measurements and, possibly, from 
fltrvcturRl dynn'11ics cO'11putation 
(discussed later;. 

Not all of the smaller peRks 
in the Dpectrum re~resent resonances 
and sevel'al of them are Rttrihutable 
to the effects of non-linear pilei 
structure intel'action. 'rhis is 
particularly noticenble on platforms 
piled through the legs where the 
connecti on between pi Ie and leg ,I 
below the top of the leg is indet- I' 
erminate due to the difficulties of I 
grouting. It is thought that the I 
same effect also cnuses the splitting 
of the penks representing the higher 
modes. 

Because of the low damping 
inher0nt in such structures, in
dicated by the sharpness of the 
peaks, Rnd the absence of input 
peaks in the frequency ranges of 
interest, the measured vihration 
spectrum peak frequencies can be 
assumed to be purely a measure of 
structural characteristics and to 
be independent of the weather con-
ditions. Mensurements on offshore I" 
platforms have shown this to be the 
CAse, over R wide range of wind, 
wave Bnd tidal conditions. 

INTEGRITY MONITORING BY VIBRATION 
ANALYSIS 

In an economical design of 
platform,each member must contrihute! 
in some way to the structural stiff
ness. Integrity monitoring is based 
on the assumption that each load
carrying member is involved in the 
overall vibration nodes. Since 
these overall modes are wholly 
dependent on the stiffness of the 
platform it follows that the more 
efficient the design the greater 
will be the effect on the spectrum 
of the failure of a member. The 
position of the member in the 
structural topology governs which 
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of the overAll modes is most aff
ected by the f8ilur~. In general, 
the ~ore heRvily lo~ded is the mem
ber, the higger will be the effect 
of its fRilure on the spectrum. 
The fnct th8t the ~ore serious the 
d~vnRge suffered the t'i0t~er tile ind
i CRt ion e i v e n i s n dec ide d '1 d v'm t
Age in R ~onitoring RrrRn£e~ent. 

The seco~d import2nt consid
erRtion is the mngnitude of the 
ch~nges CAused by a fRilure. Ref
erence 2 tAbulRtes the effects of 
the fRilure of ~~~ries cf ~emhers 
on the first three ~RturRl frequ
encies of a typicAl 4 legced North 
SeR nlRtform. This indicAtes 
chRn~es of up to 3u~ in some of the 
frequencies Rnd ~hese figures have 
been confirmed experi~entRlly in 
tests on the 15 ft model. which 
was based on that platform. (Ref
erence 3) Finally, measurements 
mRde in the North Sea on a 16 
legged, highly redundRnt olatform 
showed A. lC"7~ change in 8. fundament
al mode after Rn extrR hracing 
member WBS fixed in position. 

Whether the position of a 
fRilure CRn be locRted through the 
chRnges in the spectrum depends on 
whether the stru'cture' s spectral 
sensitivity to failure is known. 
The sensitivity CRn be c~lculRted 
approximately by computer analysis 
but a separate calculation has to 
be mAde for eRch ~ember, which is 
expensive Rnd time consuming. How
ever, if the mode shapes corresp
onding to the overall structural 
resonances ar~ known, even approx
imately, then some indication of 
the failure locRtion can he in
ferred. Again, this has been de
monstrated on the laboratory model. 

It is to be noted that, at the 
lower frequenCies, the mode shapes 
are such that the individual mem
bers deform primarily in tension 
Rnd cO"ITlpression and not in bending.' 
Since the introduction of a deep 
crnck in a long member does not 
change the axial stiffness apprec
iably, the effect of craCKS on the 
lower structural modes will be 
small. 

More exact information regard
ing a failure is cdntained in the 
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upper frequency neRks of the spec
trllm where the peak corresponding 
to the nRtural frequency of the 
individuRl me~ber concerned ~ust be 
grently chAnged ~y a fRilure, or 
even hy a seV8re cr~ck. T~is j~ 

beCAuse the individuRl member modes 
are controlled hy hending stiffness 
and the hendin~ ~tiffnes~ of 8 be~T. 
is chRnged hy the existence of a 
subst:lnti~l crRck. If t~e j'-(1jvio
ual penks in this region could he 
detected nnd identified then Rn 
exact diagnosis of fqilure could be 
made. However, experi'TIent on the 
laboratory model Rnd on three plat
forms in the North Sea have i~dic
ated the impos~ihility of doing 
thjs without ~any more transducrrs, 
positioned under water the length 
of the ~lRtform, and the nrohlems 
of underv.ater ir.strllment::ltion are 
considerable. 

The alternative approach is to 
use vibration analysis AS a tool to 
accelerate diving inspection. By 
placing R transducer anywhere on a 
member it is possible to obtain a 
spectrum in which the individu81 
member frequencies can be easily 
distinguished. In this way, since 
bending is the primRry mode for 
individual me'nber modes, it is 
possible to identify structural 
failure and may be possible ~o de
tect partial fRilure - either 
through chR~ge8 brought about by 
the weight of water filling the 
~ember if the crack is hig enough 
to allow leakage, or by chRnges to 
the spectrum cqused by decreased 
bending stiffness. This latter 
effect appears to be quite complex 
and experiments are in progress to 
eXRmine it more closely. Cracking 
also affects the spectru~ in other 
ways and accelerated diving in
spection routines Rre heing ~evel
oped which, it is hoped, may be 
able to detect sizeable cracks in 
members or nodes. 

DIGITAL VIBRATION ~NALYSIS 

Since the principRl forms of 
excitRtion to offshore structures 
in the frequency rAnges under con
siderRtion are stochastic jn nature 
(waves, wind, etc.) the vibration 
response is also stochastic and 
analysis has to be carried out in 
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the frequency dom~in using statis
tic'll metl:ods. 

RelRtively recent advances in 
computing technology hnve included 
the development of software pRck
ages which per~it on-line real time 
analysis of vi~rRtion signnls. 
These use t~e Fnst Fourier Tr8ns
form method nnd rp.d~ce both the 
cOT.ruting time and the storage re
quired. The process involves the 
frequency 8n8lysis of successive 
s'1lT1rles of siGnal, acc<";11ulating 
until sufficient ~s*,'3tistical accur
acy h8s teen attained. As well as 
extr8cting inJividual spectra from 
single signnls it is now possible 
to ohtain cross-spectra between 
sever~l simult~neous siCn8ls, from 
~hjch relative coherency and [hase 
cnn be obt~ined. This latter is 
used in the extrBction of ~ode 
sh8pes since it is possible to de
ter~ine ~oth the sense and stat is
tic~l inter~ependence of the ?otions 
at various pOints at the resonance 
frequencies. As acknowledged before 
in this paper, once the mode shapes 
are approxim8tely known, changes in 
the spectrum due to damage C8n be 
interpreted to locate the damage. 

Because of'the immense size of 
offshore platforms, the lower frequ
encies are within the range 0.4-10 
Herz, which is much lower than nor
m811y encountered in vicr8tion prob
lems. This caUHes sliBht difficulty 
in instrumentation, being out~ith 
normal frequency rRnges, but has a 
decided advantage in that very large 
signal-to-noise ratios can he ob
tained due to the lac~ of electrical 
n0ise And other extr~neous inputs at 
these frequencies. SimilRrly the 
relatively low speeds are suited to 
~ulti-channel on-line proceSSing 
using qUite nodest ccmputing systems. 

On such systems it is possible 
to detect frequency changes down to, 
0.1% of the frp.quency in question, 
which allo~s very fine chBnge~in 
spectrR to be detected. Since 
changes associated ',':i th structural 
damage ~lre of tte order of 5-30}o, 
the accuracy of the data processing 
1s ~ore thnn adequate. 

the piles themselves introduce non
linear effects which cause spurjous 
peaks to appear in cert8in parts of 
the spectrum, in particular in the 
fundamental region. ~hereRs very 
little can be done to eli~inate 
these peaks in the ~~Rlytic81 process 
they can be identified when several 
spectra, obtained <.,;nder differing 
weather con~itions, are com~arpd. 
The exact ~echanism of the non
line~rity has still to be defined 
mathematically, althougn a small 
experimental rig with an inhuilt 
similar nonlinearity has exhitited 
the same spectral peculiarities: 
Nork is continuing on this irnport~nt 
aspect. 

STRUCTrRhL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

There are now a number of 
structur8.1 an!llysis progr:1mmes cnp
able of a dynamic 8.nalysis of off
shore platforms. These model tte 
various structural memcers in terms 
of eqUivalent mass, inertia and 
stiffness Rnd solve the resulting 
matrix equation to predict n~turp.l 
frequencies and mode sh8pes. Un- " 
fortunately the nonlinearity inHer
ent in the pile/jacket connection 
and the problems of modelling dyn
amic pile behaviour reduce th~ use-
fulness of such computation and "ji 

there appears to be a considerR~le 
gulf between c81culated and measured 
natural frequencies. The authors 
have no experience as yet in apply
ing such computation to olatforms 
whose spectra has been measured. 

Similar calculations were c~r
ried out on the laboratory model 
platform and the first 13 natural 
frequencies were predicted to within 
20%, the first 6 within 5%. However 
this model had" well defined linear 
elastic base supDorts so that non
linear effects were not encountered. 

Experience gained in p.ven these 
rel~tively s~~ll sCBle c~lculations 
han shown that dyna~ic analysis 
costs can be high. Figures of het
ween 820 and S50 per single natur~l 
frequency appe~r to be the correct 
order of ~agnitude for the basic 
computation, but to this must be 
added the cost of modelling the 

As has been mentioned previous- structure (plus trial runs) prepar-
ly~ the pile/j8cket interaction and ing the data describing the struct-

'[L-________________________________ ~----------L---u-r-a-l---t-o-P-O-I-O-g-y--_a_n_d ___ f_l_"n_a __ l_l_y __ i_n_t_e_r __ p_r_e_t_-_ 
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ins the results. What could be a 
major further addition is the extra 
analysis necessary to model the 
nonlinearities of the pile behav
iour and fixing. 

To produce say the first ten 
natural frequencies and ~odes for 
the undam~ged platfor~ is probably 
a nor~ql design procedure, but to 
produce a similar spectrum to show 
the effect of losing each structural 
llember in turn would be an extremely 
expe~sive operation. At the present 
state of the -art it is doubtful if 
appreciahly mo~~ accur8te failure 
location could be obtained by cal
culating such a table of failure 
sensitivity coefficients. 

T[m JiT':\(~ii_~F 'rlili_AR! 

This paper has dealt with the 
theoretical ideas and assumptions 
from which str~ctural monitoring 
using vibration analysis has been 
developed. From these consider
ations it can be seen clearly that 
the method is founded on principles 
and ideas which are already well
estqblished in 0ther fields. 
.A.l though troublesome, the effect 
of the pile nonline~rity is being 
overcome and ~he rellaining doubts 
are in the domain of practicability. 

Four main questions have to 
be answered. 

1. Can spectra with sufficient 
information for monitoring be 
measured consistently on platforms? 

2. Are these spectra stable and 
are natural variations due to scour, 
weed growth, weather, tide, etc. 
small enough to allow a failure 
change to be detected unambiguously? 

3. CRn it be demonstrated directly 
that the method works? 

4. USing the method in conjunction 
with diving inspection, is there an 
appreciable saving in overall cost 
or a substantial improvement in 
safety? 

A later paper at this confer
ence (No. 2~5l) ~nAwers theRe quest
ions in the affirmative, based on a 
yeAr of operatio~al experience 
offshore. 
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Offshore structures vibrate under the 
uction of the sea, wind and on board 
machinery. 'fhe res~onse is most lllnrked 
at the natural fr';lquencies of these 
structures wnich are dependent on the 
geometry, stiffness und mass of the 
structure and ure independent of the 
excitation. MeEsurements of the responses 
of three pIa tfori::ls in the l;orth .;jeR have 
been made over's period of nine months. 
Each platform h~s produced a unique 
signature which has reffiained constant 
within prescribed limits. 

fGilure of any structural me~ber in the 
platform will produce a change in the 
signature and changes of greater than l5;~ 
!laVe been measured when minor modifications 
were made to one of the test platforms. 

This vibration analysistecr~~ique for 
the monitoring of offshore structures as a 
primary inspection aid is both technically 
feasiblo and practically possible. 

Keferences und illustrations at end of paper 

At the present time there are ap'~roxi
mately 80 offshore fixed steel structures 
installed in the coastal waters of the United 
{~ngdom and it has been predicted that bJ 
1980 there will be around 150 steel 
structures in \Tater depths varyinG from 30m 
to 300m. Under"ater inspection is a 
requirement for these platforms to ensure 
their structural integrity. 

The Uffshore Installations (Construction 
and Survey) Reeulations which came into 
operation in Hay 1974 called for a Certificate 
of lo'i tness to be obtained for each platform 
by hugust 1975. . ~nen the certificates are 
granted they renain valid for a period of 5 
years, renewal being conditional on il satis
factory survey of the entire installation. 
Periodic surveys are required between each of 
the cain surveys. ~~e suggested fo~at for 
a main survey of steel stl~ctures is given 
in the guidance to the GK Offshore 
Installation Regulations and contains the 
following: 

"{isual examination of the ~hole 
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structure above and below water to assess its 
general conditions, to detect obvious 
damc.:ge ......... .. 

If this inspection routine has to be 
carried out by divers opera tine in wuter 
deptn::: up to 300m and over possibly 150 plat
form3, then evell allowinG for n percentage 
ir.3 pection each yer::.r, ',there exis ts on immense 
pro clem if a b~ar~ntee~s to the structural 
integrity of each platfom must be given (1). 
It must be borne in mind here, that this 
inspection for~s only a small part of the 
total underwater commitment required to f~lfil 
these regulations. 

Eowevel', alternative techniques are 
available to aid this primary inspection process 
and one such method relies on the changes which 
occur in the natur~l frequencies of a structure 
\~hen load-carrying member.::; are dam:~ged. 'l'he 
principle and application of this technique to 
offshore structures is not new - indeed 
laboratory and cor:.puter studies were 
curried out two to three years E:t:O end much 
useful data obtained (2, 5, 4). The tt:clmique 
has also been used to verify the absence of 
damage in a small U~ Coestguard Tower (5). 
However, the technique had yet to be proved 
ope L'a tionally offshore. "'any environmental 
problems which do not exist in the laboratory 
could render the technique impractical for 
the reli3ble identification of ~rimary 
structural damage ove7 long perioas of time. 

a steel offshore platform, located on 
the sea bed by a number of independent piles 

,will vibrate under the forcing excitation of 
its environ:r.en t. It will ber:ave like any 
dynamic system and vibrate at its nutural 
frequencies which are dependent only on the 
geometry, stiffness and mass of the structure 
and the nature o~ its foundations. ..t each 
natural frequency there is a particular mode 
shape associated with that frequency which 
distinguishes it from all others. 

If any load-bearing member fractures, 
this will produce a change in some of the 
natural frequencies, and detection and 
identification of this chanbe is the basis 
of this vibration monitoring technique. An 
earlier paper at this conference (6) has 
described' in some detail the analytical 
prinCiples of this method together with the 
co~putational r~quirement8 for the analysis 
of the platform response data. 

It is the object of this paper to discuss 
operating experiences and present some of the 
results obtained from a strl.ctural integrity 
monitoring system of this type which hus been 
in use for a period of '6-9 months on three 
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platforms in the horth ::>ea. The aim of this 
project was to extend the l~borotory and 
cor.:putationul studies of Lolane. et al (4) to 
full scale pIa tfOrInS in the iiorth :.ieu and 
present to the offshore industry a relLble 
and unambiguous ins~ection method, whicL can 
be l\3eU for prilflury inspection of fixed off
shore structures. 

The conclusions from the laboratory work 
carried out by Loland et 81 (4) made it 
abundantly clear thut a successful integrity 
monitoring sy""tei:l for fixed steel offshore 
platforms had to fulfil certain requirements. 
If the laboratory results were to be 
exten~ed and used in field case studies then 
the following requirements had to be met: 

1. It must be possible to measure the 
Vibration response of the platform under 
enVironmental excitation and from this response 
extract the natural frequencies with 
sufficient accuracy and reliability. Only 
transducers located above the water line 
could be ~sed for this purpose and at least 
9 vibratiorral codes (i.e. the funda~ental 
group plus 2nd and 3rd harmonics) iiould be 
required to enable the possible identification 
of the failure area. 

2. The vibration spectra, containing these 
frequencies, must rena in stable in frequer.cy 
over long periods in time and be indei;endent, 
in the frequency axiS, of tide, sea and wind 
conditions. The long term frequency 
stability will be affected by changes in 
pl~tform deck mass, build up of marine 
growth on the structure and such like 
occurrences. 

3. The instruoentation package must with~tand 
the rigours of the environment and ensure 
accurate recording of information with signal
to-noise ratios compatible with the response 
spectrum (i.e. signal-to-noi~e ratios greater 
than 50 d3) 

4. It must be possible to infer the mode 
shapes for ti,e complete structure from the 
measurements taken from transducers located 
above the water line. Sufficient 
information must be obtained from transducers 
in this region to remove any ambiguity from 
mode shape identification. 

5. The installation nnd operating costs of 
the monitorine system must enable obvious 
savings to be made Over existinr. diver 
orientated inspection methods and be 
cocpetitive with other monitoring techniques 
which are available such as underwater 

. , 
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television. 

PLATFOrur. 'I'OPOGHAPnY Al;D I!:nVIlWllHENT 

. The three platforms on wrrich the 
monitoring system has been developed are 
owned and operated by British Petroleum Company 
Ltd. ana are situated in the southern sector of 
the North Sea. They a~e of widely different 
design: ' 

o PIa tform Humber 1 is the mos t complex and 
contains two 4 x 2 leg jackets fixed together 
on the longer side at deck level. 
o Platform l':umber 2 contains one 3 x 2 leg 
jacket attached on the ahorter side at deck 
level to II 4 x 2 jacket. 
o PIa tforlQ liumber 3 is a single 4 leg jacket 
structure. 

All platforms are constructed of mild steel 
and piled into the sea bed in approximately 
30m of water. 

During the period me. ,suremen ts were taken 
(from April 1975 to date), ~'Iave heights have 
varied from a flat calm to around 10m with 
wind speeds up to 100 knots. Vibration 
spectra have been recorded in various sea 
states up to 3m high waves and a range of 'find 
speeds from 2-3 knots to a maximum wind speed 
of 50 knots. Tidal variations in the area 
are arounJ 4m and measurements hcve been made 
at both high and low tide states. 

On pl&tform number 1 a smull percentage 
change in deck mass was recorded during the 
test period. 

The first measurements of platform 
vibration respon~e were made in April 1975 
using Endevco piezo - resistive type 
accelerometers coupled through a strain-gauge 
bridge and high gain amplifier to a fl1 tape 
recorder. These accelerometers are extremely 
fragile and cannot withstand shock loading 
greater than 20g. Locations were chosen on 
each platfor~ at main deck level and at 
"spider-deck" (jacket-deck interface) level 
in two mutually perpendicular directions. 

On each platforc, the data from a selected 
number of tran:>ducers was recordod on F~i tape 
for a period of 3 hours. The enVironmental 
conditions were noted for future reference. 
Analysis of this first data set provided 
sufficient encouragement for the project to 
continue with a high probability of success. 

The next few visits were carried out using 
the same instrumentation. During this period 

a new transducer was designed Bnd manufactured 
which contains not only the accelerometer but 
the amplification and filter circuits 
required to ensure optimum si~nal-to-noise 
recording ratios. 

This single transducer now replhces the 
accelerometer and amplifier units. They 
have been designed to ::;,,11 specifications and 
are completely self---conthined in a wntertight 
case. ~xcitation for the amplifier and 
filter circuits is provided by any dc source 
in the range: 9V to ±-18V. The no:ninal ou t
put of these transducers is ~lOV/g. 

The accelerometers terminnte in a water
sealed plug and are connected to the recordir.g 
medium through cable lengths varying from 30m 
to 150m. These cable runs have proved to be 
the weakest part of the systeo in this 
temporary installation. This has been due 
to the fact that the cables "Iere run along 
handrails and vertically up the jhcket legs 
on the outside of the platform. Damage to 
the handrails under severe weather conditions 
resulted in loss and damuge to the cables. 
However, for a permanent installation, secure 
cable runs present no major problem. 

The signals are pre-whitened prior to 
recording on Fl·; tape. The result of this 
pre-whitening process and the fact that the 
frequency band containing the data is 
restricted to 0-20 liz, has prouuced signal
to-noise ratios in excess of 60 dB on a 
standard comraercial Flo! tape recorder at a 
recording speed of 7t ips. 

At the present tL::e, each pla tfo!'lll 
contains four or five peruanolltly moun~ed 
transducers which are used for the continued 
monitoring of the frequency spectra. A 
further four transducers ure used for 
temporary installation when code shape 
identification is required. 

Each transducer is con~3ined in a mild 
steel box which is fixed to one of the ~in 
jacket legs us in!;. plastic-pacding cement and 
a stainless steel tensioned band. .ielding 
of the boxes was imprcctic~l and 1n SOme 
cases impossible and this method of attach
ment has to date proved extrc~lely reliabl&, 
as no damage has yet been noted. 

AHALYSI3 

Since the excitation is r~r.com, i.e. the 
sea and wind, then the structural response 
data recordeu is also random and her.ce 
statistical analysiS techniques must be 
employed to cxtr~ct the natural frequencies 
trom the response data. It is outwith the 
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scope of this paper to present the 8nulysis 
techniques employed and the reader is referred 
to one of the many books on the general topic 
of random data analysis (7). However, one 
important consideration in the analysis of 
random data is the estimation of the 
statistical error inherent in the estimation 
of the frequency spect{um. This error is a 
function of the analysi~ bandwidth and data 
length. High st~tistieal accuracy requires 
long data lengths and wide analysis bandwidths: 

Accuracy"" Data lenGth x bandwidth. 

Unfortunately, resolution bandwidths of 
between 0.2 and 2>'0 of the fundamental 
frequency of 1 Hz are required to ensure the 
tracking of the natural frequencies and this 
results in long data lengths being required 
to minimise the statistical error. However, 
long d~ta lengths of over 3 hours become 
impractical under the winter conditions in 
the North Sea when sudden changes in .. :ea ther 
conditions can drastically alter the 
excitation forces. These changes have a 
practical bearing on the amplifier gains 
which are pre-set during any recording period 
and from an analytical viewpoint introduce 
a non-sta tiol1E:ri ty (7) into the response 
deta which casts doubts on the validity of 
the analysis tecl~iques. 

Analysis of the data was performed on shore 
on a Time-Data computer analysis system which 
is based on a PDPll/05 computer to obtain, in 
the first instance, the frequency spectra for 
each recording in the frequency band 0-20 Hz. 

Figure 1 sho\'/S a typical set of spectra 
from one of the platfor~s. They are dis
played in 5 bands, with each band containing 
a characteristic set of frequenciess 

0-1 Hz Platform rigid body motion. 
1-2 Hz Fundanlental group of frequencies. 
2-6 Hz 2nd harmonic group. 
6-10,liz 3rd harmonic group. 

10-20 Hz Individual member frequencies. 

Mode shapes were confirmed using other 
transducers suitably located and a cross
spectral analysis to obtain gain and phase 
information. A more sophisticated modal ' 
analysis technique which utilises a residual 
spectral analysis routine has been developed 
from work reported by Dodds and Robson (8) 
and has been succeasfully employed to inter
pret modal information from data recorded on 
one of the three platforms. 

RI!:SULTS 

Throughout the period of measurement 

(from April 1975 to date) the spectra on all 
platforms were found to be stable in 
frequency to wi thin 3,,,. The variations 
that were encountered within this limit tlere 
generally attributable to known char-ges in 
deck mass or to tidal effects. No evidence 
of the effect of weed growth or foundation 
scour were found. It is worth noting here 
that the ultimate resolution of the computer 
analysis of t:le measured data was 0.2;". of the 
fundamental fre4uencies on all three plat
forms although for normal analysis a band
width of 0.025 Hz was used which represents 
SOme 2:j~ of the fundamental. 

Examination of the s.;ectre. obtained from 
two of the platforms shows effects which. it 
is nOli fairly certain. can be explained by a 
non-linear dynamic behaviour of the platform. 
Figures 2 and l(ii) and (iii) compare spectra 
analysed from data recorded on one of the 
three pla tforms in the l'iorth Sea with data 
analysed from a simple dynamiC mOdel 
contain~ a non-linearity of the type 
suspected to be inherent in the offshore 
platform. Although modal coupling is not 
obtained in the model which results in only 
a single mode oe~ng obtained in each band 
compared wi th at leas t t,.o on the real 
structure and the frequency ranges are 
different, the agree~ent is remarkably good 
especially in the reproduction of the double 
peak effect. This finding will make 
structural computer modelling of these plat
forms more complex and expensive and increase 
the complexity of any technique used to 
extract damping information from the response 
data. 

During the period of the investigation 
platform 1 underwent minor structural 
modifications and figure 3 shows the spectra 
obtained from this platform before and after 
this modification. The effects of this 
modification which can be taken as typical 
of a splash-zone failure, resulted :i.n 
frequency changes of 10 to 15%. Tracking of 
these frequencies was made possible by 
identifying the mode shapes. 

The operational cost of a manually run 
system with onshore analysis has worked out 
at about $10,000 - $15,000 per platform per 
visit with a low initial capital cost. Visits 
would be recommended at least once per month 
in the initial stages. However. a complete
ly autOIl',atic system can be installed in which 
a computer on board the platform handles all 
housekeeping operations as well as the data 
analysis. Tapes can then be sent to shore 
once every 2-3 months for back-up analysis 
and storage. This will involve a high 
capital cost depending on the computer used. 

I 
I 
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but 1m. running costs cem be envisaged which 
will be dependent r:l>linly on the :il,dntenance 
costs of t!lG computer hurdware. 

Cv.';CL:J:..;r . ;l"S 

1. ~pectrd c~n te obt9ined with sufficient 
infor~ation for ~onituring purposes. 

2. Spectra Dre sbbl~. enough foI' mO!1itoring 
purpos.:s. 

3. In:>trumentation techniqu8s have been 
develoned which "re ca1)able of measuring the 
olatfo~'m response s'::cctra with sufficient 
;ccuracy and r~liability fo~ monitoring 
purposes. 

4. ;Inalysis tech:liques are vV£tilable and 
hava been developed which enable the deter
mination of the platform mode shape above the 
water line, the accuracy limitation being on 
the measurement side. From these measure
Dents the overull mode shupe can be success
fully inferred. 

5. C]-.anges in this response spectrum due to 
minor structural modifications ~re clearly 
observed and confirm the v!;lidi ty of this 
technique as a means of platform inspectivn 
for primary structural damage. 

The authors wish to express their 
.Trat1tude to British Petrolellm Company Ltd. for 
their kind permission to publish this paper. 
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Signature before structural Clodificntion Frequetlcy, Hz. 

• 

Signature after structural modification. 
Frequency, nz. 

FIGURB 3: Platforn si~natures before and after ninor 3tructu~ul 
modific<.ltions. 

Note' All graphs linear scaling with vertic~l scale no~~lised 
in each frequency band and units of g • 
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MONITORING OF OFFSHORE STRUcrURES USING VIBRATION ANALYSIS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

R. D. Begg and A. C. Mackenzie 
Structural Monitoring Ltd. Glasgow. 
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All offshore platforms must be inspected to ensure that the risk to human life and 

to the environment is at an acceptably low level. In structural terms the inspect-

ion is intended to establish that the platform retains sufficient strength to 

withstand the largest wave forces envisaged. The inspection is normally carried 

out by divers. and attention is focussed on the inclined members which provide the 

shear connection between the legs. This shear connection is essential if wind and 

wave loads are to be resisted mainly by axial tension and compression forces in 

the legs and bracing members. and not by bending of the legs. Only a small per-

centage of such members can be examined annually. and it is usual to concentrate 

on those welds which have been calculated to be most susceptible to fatigue. 

Unfortunately. ~s platforms a~e positioned in deeper water where the environ

ment is more extreme. the problems of diver inspection become more severe. and the 

cost and danger of such work rise sharply. The point has now been reached at 

which inspection programmes in deep water cover only a fraction of the members 

which would be inspected in shallower watersl the risk of loss of load-carrying 

capability of a member going undetected has risen appreciably. 

As well as this increased risk. there are other problems associated with the 
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operation of any platform on which serious damage has been detected in a diving 

inspection programme, or is suspected as a result of a collision or some other 

accident. Normal practice is to restrict operation of such a platform until re

pairs are complete and to insist on shut-down and evacuation when waves greater 

than a stipulated height are forecast. Although this reduces any immediate risk 

to personnel, it does nothing to check that the platform is fit for re-occupation 

after t~e storm. To some extent, the operating limit is imposed as a result of 

known damage, but the decision is also influenced by the thought that the damage 

may have spread to other members from redistribution of loading, or that there 

may be other damage that has not been detected. If continuous assurance can be 

given that the condition of the structure has not seriously deteriorated, the 

operational restriction can be relaxed. 

These requirements for a back-up inspection of primary load-carrying members 

and for damage surveillance can be met by vibration monitoring. 

2 VIBRA~·ION MONITORING 

Platforms in the sea vibrate continually under the action of wind and waves with 

some additional excitation from onboard activity. They are also lightly damped so 

that almost all of the energy is concentrated either at the wave frequency or at 

the natural or resonant frequencies of the structure. In an efficient structure. 

a member failure will cause a change in stiffnessJ it follows that such a change 

will affect the magnitude of the responses and. in the case of the responses at 

the natural frequencies, the frequencies will also be affected. In all cases. the 

more structurally important the member that has failed, the bigger will be the 

changes in response. It is to be noted that all of the quantities involved. such 

as wave input forces and response amplitudes, are stochastic, and the relation

ships between cause and effect can only be described in statistical terms. 

The response to direct wave action occurs at a frequency determined by the 

wave period. so that the information to be gained is from the measurement of re

sponse amplitude relative to input wave excitation. The potential accuracy of 

such a comparison is limited because of the difficulties of measuring the response 

magnltude accurately. and even more so • .the difficulty of describing the wave 

input forces. 

However. the responses at the platform resonances are at frequencies 

governed by platform stiffness (including foundation stiffness) and mass. If a 
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shear member in a braced panel is severed at one end, the forces and deformations 

in other members are increased. This local loss of stiffness leads to reductions 

in some of the natural frequencies of the structure; these reductions can be 

measured. In most platforms. the first and second groups of natural frequencies 

are easily obtained from measurements made with only natural excitation. Failure 

of a particular member produces larger changes in some of these frequencies than 

in others, ~nd the location of the failed member can be deduced approximately from 

the pattern of these changes. In some structures. the frequencies of the third 

mode group can also be obtained and provide further confirmation of a failure and 

increased confidence in its location. Changes in mode shapes also assist in 

failure location. More details of the affects of damage on natural frequencies 

are given elsewhere, (1.2.3) and the first three sway mode shapes for a typical 

steel platform are shown on Fig. 1. 

Thus, in this instance. it is the natural frequencies which contain the 

information about structural integrity. The amplitudes give additional informat

ion about changes in the vibration mode shapes which assists the location of a 

stiffness change. In such lightly damped structures. the accuracy with which the 

frequencies can be measured is very high, so that considerable sensitivity can be 

aChieved. 

Based on these considerations, accurate techniques have now been developed 

for the measurement of structural vibration on steel platforms and for the ded

uction of vibration mode shapes and foundation characteristics. Offshore measure

ments made on 18 different structures have shown that on many steel platforms the 

changes in the natural frequencies caused by the failure of a single, structurally 

important member are large enough to be detected unambiguously. 

Structures to which the method is less well suited include squat platfo~s 

with base dimensions comparable to height. In such platforms, it may not be 

possible to identify any more than the fundamental modesl this reduces the 

detection sensitivity. Also. platforms which have strong non-linearities due to 

pile/sailor pile/leg interactiqns may not be suitable. However. if the non

linearities develop at only relatively large amplitudes. the calibration and 

subsequent monitoring can be done during smaller omplitude vibrations. 

3 PLATFORM BACK-UP INSPECTION 

Under normal circumstances. vibration ~onitoring provides a back-up assurance 
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of the platform's ability to withstand major wave loading. In 

order that the assurance is given with the maximum possible degree of accuracy, 

it is necessary that the dynamics of the particular platform are completely under-

stood and that a good base line for comparison is obtained. For the same reason, 

it is necessary to calculate the sensitivity of the platform to damage at various 

locations in order to provide a basis for identifying the damage from changes in 

" the vfbration spectra. 

Thus the stages in implementing such ~ back-up inspection are as follows: 

1. Computational (beam element) analysis of platform response. 

2. Comprehensive measurements to establish the base line for future comparisons. 

3. P,nalysis of measurements and 'tuning' of the computational model. 

4. Use of tuned model to study effects of damage. 

Any changes in platform strength will then be detected, and located approximately, 

by subsequent measurement and analysis. 

The frequency of inspection visits depends on the degree of assurance requir-

ed. To retain maximum accuracy of detection at least two measurements per year 

are required to update the base line records. Any significant changes in mass or 

known changes in support stiffness (due to scouring, for example) would be logged 

and i~cluded in an assessment of changes in natural frequencies. On platforms 

which have not settled to their final operating configuration (deck mass, number 

of conductors and risers etc.) it may be necessary to make more frequent measure-

ments. 

It is suggested that one of these sets of measurements (and the initial base 

line measurements) should be made at the end of a diving inspection period when 

information on the integrity of the platform is at a maximum. 

4 PLA TFORM DAMAGE MONITORING 

When damage is known to have occurred to a platform, or when there has been an 

incident which might have caused damage, a more intensive inspection may be re-

quired to ~~sure that adequate strength is retained, and possibly to reduce any 

restrictions placed on operations by the certifying authorities. 

If there has been sllfficient damage to affect the vibration spectrum apprec-

iably, or if the platform has not been previously calibrated, then a base line 

must be established as quickly as possible (by beam-element analysis and a 

measurement visit). Only when this has been done can further damage be identified. 
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Once a base line for monitoring has been obtained. the approach chosen de-

pends on the conditions imposed by the certifying authority. If the monitoring is 

regarded simply as a more frequent periodic check on platform strength. than 

mea$urement/recording visits with on-shore processing of data is the cheapest 

method in the short-to-medium term. However. if a report on structural condition 

has to be made before the platform can be brought back into service. then on-board 

instrument~tion is necessary so that the data can be processed in real time and 
\ 

assessments of integrity can be made on the spot. 

There is portable equipment now available for performing this work. but as 

yet its use, and especially the interpretation of the results. is a highly skilled 

operation in which experience of platform vibration analysis is essential. Ex-

perience has shown that it should be possible to reach preliminary but fairly 

definite conclusions after 6 hours of measurement and analysis. but final con-

firmation would take about 72 hours. The approach is thus potentially capable of 

providing temporary clearance within 6 hours and full clearance within 72 hours, 

and would be used where the additional expense of on-board instrumentation was 

justified. 

5 UNDERWATER INSPECTION FOR NODE WELD CRACKING 

With vibration monitoring. severance of primary members can be detected from 

changes in the first few natural modes of a platform (Fig. 1) without the need 

for underwater measurements. For the detection of partial failures. such as 

cracking of node welds. it is necessary to use some of the higher modes in which 

the vibration is concentrated in small groups of members. or even in single mem-

bers. Typical modes involving in-plane vibration of a K-braced frame ere shown 

1n Fig. 2. To identify the modssby cross-spectral analysis techniques, acceler-

etion measurements must be made on all the members simultaneously. 

When a crack penetrates the wall of one of the members. there will be an 

increase in mass and a reduction in natural frequencies from flow of water into 

the member. There will also be'a loss of stiffness. but the effect on frequenc-

ies when the crack first penetrates the wall will generally be too small to be 

detected. 'The amount of water that enters. and its rate of entry. depend on the 

depth at which the member is located. its angle of inclination. and the position 

and size of the crack. A member at 100m depth will fill to about 90\ of its 

volume without any escape or absorption of air. and a typical bracing member with 

15 CJ 
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a crack 10mm long and 0.1mm wide will fill in a matter of weeks. The filling time· 

will be less than the period between annual inspections even if the crack is open 

for only 10% of the time. By comparison. a similar horizontal member in 10m water 

depth may take in only 50% of its volume of water in several months. even if the 

crack is open all of the time. 

The mode shapes before and after one of the inclined members of the K-frame 

is f)~oded ~re shown in Fig. 3. and a typical reduction in frequency is 5-10%. 

Such changes are large enough to be attrib~ted positively to flooding of the in

clined member and not to be confused with an increase in mass from other causes 

such as marine growth. There are similar changes in mode shape and frequency when 

the length of a through-thickness crack at the end of an inclined member exceeds 

about 50% of the circumference. and the changes due to flooding and cracking are 

cumulative. 

This method of inspection is at an advanced stage of development; its main 

advantage is that. in a typical platform in 150m water depth. all the primary 

memoers can be inspected for coarse defects in 1-2 weeks. Thus it is feasible for 

all these members to be inspected annually instead of perhaps every four to five 

,years by other. currently available inspection methods which can detect smalleI' 

defects. Inspection for small defects can be concentrated on those welds which 

have the highest expected stress levels. with the vibration method providing a 

check that ~ross cracking has not occurred unexpectedly elsewhere. 

6 CONCRETE PLATFORMS 

The discussion so far has related to !lteel platforms. but there 1s much debate 

about the inspection of concrete structures both as regards cost end effective

ness. What is certain is that the inspection procedures now av~ilable do not 

assess the platform strength directlYl rather. strength is inferred from the lack 

of local damage. 

Recent measurements made on a multi leg platform have shown that ~ny vib

ration modes associated ~ith overall sway and with vibration of Inji\!c~al legs 

can be measured and identi fled by adapting the instrumentaU an deva leeBj for 

steel jackets. From the results it seems likely that such neasur~nt5 can be 

used to monitor some aspects of foundation conditions and of the In~'1lrl ty of 

the legs and their attachment to the base. Further tests are plon~e0 ~o 

determine how stable the measurements are, and to assess their 5ans!t!\!~)· ta 
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structural change. 

Other tests on a single tower type of concrete platform have sho'.-m that 

modes can be found which provide information about foundation stiffness. but 

which give little informntion about the integrity of the central structure. It 

may be possible. however. to use the vibration approach to check on the condition 

of the Jarlan wall. and work on this is planned for the near future. 

The sensitivity and diagnostic power of vibration monitoring on concrete 

structures may ~lways be less than on steel jackets. Nevertheless. other inspect

ion techniques do not give a direct assessment of strength and this enhances the 

value of a method which does. however non-specific it may be. Future develop

ments are likely to result in more information from the same measurements. 

7 METHODS OF VIBR.~TION RESPCNSE MEASUREMENT Af.lD TYPICAL RESULTS 

The methods of vibration response measurement for overall monitoring have been 

described elsewhere (4.5). Sets of orthogonal accelero~eters are positioned at 

two levels of the platform; one near the top of the legs. and the other as close 

as possible to water level. Sets of accelerations are recorded simultaneously 

with inputs from wind and wave excitation; a typical acceleration/time record 

for a steel pl~tform is shown in Fig. 4. Spectral analyses are then performed to 

give auto and cross-spectra; an autospectrum is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows 

a cross-spectrum from accelerometers at two levels of a platform. The way in 

which the phase angle between the two levels varies with frequency is shown in 

Fig. 6. In the first two groups of peaks (wave excitation and fundamental groups), 

the two levels are in phase; in the next group. they are out of phase. From in

formation such as this. the relative motion of the tI~o levels can be deduced and 

the natural modes of vibration identified. An acceleration autospectrum for a 

concrete platform is shown in Fig. 7. 

The underwater measurements for node weld inspection are also made with 

accelerometers. attached temporarily to members with magnetic clamps; a typical 

autospectrum is shown in Fig. 8. There is sufficient excitation to give good 

spectra even under the relatively calm conditions necessary for diving. 

152 
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8 FATIGUE LIFE PREDICTION 

After nearly ten years of operations in the North Sea, fatigue is now acknowledged 

to be of major concern to platform operators, and strenuous efforts have been made 

to improve this aspect of design. 

From the instrumentation programmes that have been carried out, and from a 

study of failures which have occurred so far, it appears that fatigue can be in-

duced by 

(a) primary forces in members from response of the structure at the wave 

period and at its lower natural frequencies) 

(b) localised forces on member~ due, for example, to wave slam or vortex 

shedding and vibration at higher natural frequencies. 

By suitable response analysis the primary forces in the members at the sig-

nificant frequencies can be relat~d to plat+orm displacements. Thus a history of 

these displacements expressed in appropriate statistical terms will give a good 

indication of the stress history of a joint in any primary member, and allow an 

assessment to be made of the residual life of a platform. It should also lead to 

improved procedures for design against fatigue. 

The information on platform displacements can be obtained from the measure-

ments made in vibration monitoring, and a combined system for integrity monitoring 

and fatigue life assessment of primary members is feasible. Even though there is 

not yet agreement on a suitable model for initiation and propagation of fatigue 

cracks under random loading, the essential data on platform displacements can be 

collected and used with any improved model that may be developed in the future. 

Platform displacements are not useful for monitoring fatigue due to wave slam 

.or vortex shedding. Sensors on individual members or groups of members are nec-

essary for this. 
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FIGURE 2. VIBRATION MODES OF A K-FRAME. 
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FIGURE 3. VIBRATION MODES OF A K-FRAME WITH FLOODED MEMBER. 
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